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ABSTRACT
VEHICULAR AD HOC NETWORKS: INTERPLAY OF
GEOMETRY, COMMUNICATIONS, AND TRAFFIC
FEBRUARY 2013
MOHAMMAD NEKOUI
B.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF TEHRAN
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF TEHRAN
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Hossein Pishro-Nik
Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) have been proposed to enhance the safety
and efficiency of transportation systems. Such networks hold unique characteristics
and fulfill new goals that necessitate their study from a whole new perspective other
than what has been the prevailing paradigm for conventional Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
(MANETs). The mission of this dissertation is to identify such unique characteristics
and propose design strategies for VANETs that target the new system goals.
We argue that the road and obstacle geometry are two important factors that
should be appropriately addressed when studying the communications throughput of
VANETs. To this end we first study the effect of traffic conditions and road geometry
on VANET throughput scaling laws. We use graph-theoretic and geometrical con-
cepts to derive the throughput scaling of single roads, downtown grids, and general
geometry road systems.
vi
Moreover, since vehicular communications are supposed to operate in the high
frequency ranges, line-of-sight between communicating vehicles picks up importance
in VANETs. We use computational geometry tools to study how the specific geometry
of obstacles (such as buildings) affects the capacity of urban area VANETs.
Finally, the design goal in MANETs is mostly to enhance the communications
metrics (such as throughput and/or delay) of the network, whereas in VANETs, is
mainly to improve the safety and efficiency of commute. Yet, better performance in
terms of the communications metrics does not necessarily lead into improved safety
and efficiency of driving. To this end, the main theme of this dissertation is dedicated
to the application-oriented design of VANETs for safety applications. To this end we
bring the drivers’ application needs to the forefront of our attention and provide
an analytic framework for VANET safety application design during both sparse and
dense vehicular traffic conditions. We use tools from stochastic geometry to derive
the optimal MAC parameters that satisfy the safety requirements of the system and
validate our results through NS-2 simulations. Our ultimate goal there is to fill-
in the current gap between purely traffic-based studies that fail to account for the
non-idealities of communications, and communications-based ones which neglect the
application needs of the system.
vii
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INTRODUCTION
Without any doubt, all of us have experienced being trapped in heavy traffic,
wasting our time and energy resources. Traffic congestion wastes 40 percent of travel
time on average, unnecessarily consumes about 2.3 billion gallons of fuel per year,
and adversely impacts the environment. More importantly traffic accidents are held
responsible for a large portion of death causes. Annually more than 40, 000 people
are killed and much more injured in highway traffic accidents in the united states
alone [17].
The allocation of 75 MHz in the 5.9 GHz band for Dedicated Short Range Com-
munications (DSRC) [4] has been proposed by the FCC to improve the safety and
efficiency of commute via Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). The DSRC fre-
quency band is divided into seven 10 MHz wide channels. Among those, service chan-
nels (SCH) are used for the exchange of infotainment and control channels (CCH) to
exchange crucial safety related information.
The United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) has proposed numer-
ous initiatives by such names as IntelliDriveSM, Vehicle Infrastructure Integration
(VII), or Connected Vehicles to use DSRC to establish vehicle-vehicle and vehicle-
roadside communications to deliver timely information to save lives, reduce conges-
tion, and improve quality of life. At the core of all such initiatives, it is envisioned
that each future vehicle will be equipped with an On-Board Equipment (OBE) which
includes a DSRC transceiver, a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, and a
computer. Also equipped with similar devices, Roadside Equipment (RSE) will be
deployed at selected roadside locations. Therefore, vehicles shall form Vehicular Ad
Hoc Networks (VANETs) and communicate with each other and with the roadside
1
by means of DSRC. An example urban deployment of a VANET is shown in Figure
1.
Traffic Management Center
(TMC)
Figure 1. VANET deployment in urban areas.
The standardization process of the DSRC radio technology initiated from within
the ASTM 2313 working group [5]. In 2004, the task migrated to the IEEE 802.11
standard group and was referred to as the IEEE 802.11p Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE). The standard was finally published as an amendment to the
IEEE 802.11 in July 2010 [8].
Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) differ in fundamental characteristics
and design goals from standard Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs). The goal of
this dissertation is to identify such unique characteristics and goals and show that con-
2
ventional approaches to MANETs need to be revised or at times new methodologies
devised, to best address VANETs.
To begin with, in a VANET nodes (vehicles) are forced to move on roads. Hence,
the geometry of roads plays a crucial role in determining the behavior of the VANET.
Also, nodes do not move according to well-established probabilistic models such as
the Random Waypoint. Here depending on the hour of the day and the properties
of the road, nodes could exhibit different mobility behaviors. For example vehicles
are mostly in car-following mode during rush hours or in urban areas. Another
characteristic of VANETs is that the surrounding environment such as buildings,
impair inter-vehicle communications. Note that communications between non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) peers is quite challenging in the DSRC frequency range. The issue was
not as alarming for conventional wireless networks, such as cellular, as we face rather
a negligible penetration loss of waves at 900 or 1800 MHz, when they pass through
an obstacle. This is why we usually experience more or less the same quality in our
phone call, inside or outside of the building. However, as DSRC communications are
designed for higher frequency bands, i.e. 5.9 GHz [4], perfect communications between
NLOS nodes seems not as easily achievable. This is due to the higher penetration
loss of waves at this frequency range [23, 24].
In Chapter 1 we study how the capacity scaling laws of VANETs change based
on the geometry of the road. We introduce the notion of sparseness to capture the
geometrical characteristics of roads and use it to address the throughput scaling of
single roads, grid, or general road systems. For the latter case, the notion of road-
connectivity (graph-theoretic counterpart of edge-connectivity for VANETs) that we
introduce plays a vital role in addressing the scaling behavior. Further, In Chapter 2
we shall use tools from computational geometry and explore the effects of obstacles
on the capacity of a VANET under the limited power and high power regime.
3
Another issue is the goals that VANETs are to fulfil. Note that the goal in
MANETs is to enhance such performance metrics as the capacity, delay, and/or
the energy efficiency of the network. Yet VANETs’ ultimate goal is to enhance the
safety and efficiency of transportation networks. Moreover, the set of MAC and
PHY parameters that result in optimal performance in terms of the communications
metrics (such as capacity, delay, etc.) is not necessarily the same set as that which is
best in terms of the transportation metrics (such as safety and efficiency).
To this end, Chapter 3 is devoted to the application-based design of VANETs, with
safety, being the most important application of VANETs, under the spotlight. There,
we propose and compare various MAC schemes for the dissemination of periodic safety
messages and analytically study how they should be designed to meet the application
needs of the system during both sparse and dense vehicular traffic conditions. We
obtain some interesting results such as that the optimal transmission rate is only
dependent on the path-loss exponent of the environment, whereas other parameters
such as the channel access probability vary with the number of lanes and at times
the traffic conditions. Also for carrier sensing based MAC schemes, we show that the
optimal carrier sensing range depends on the delay requirements of the application
which we find via analysis. For dense traffic we address the optimal design strategy
not only to mitigate the primary collisions but also that of secondary collisions for
upstream vehicles within the platoon. Finally we validate our analytic approach via
extensive NS-2 simulations.
Note that to help the flow of the paper, all proofs are provided in the Appendices
at the end of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 1
EFFECT OF ROAD GEOMETRY ON VANET SCALING
LAWS
1.1 Introduction
Today, the impressive perspectives promised by Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs)
have made it a worldwide focal area of research. Ubiquitous connectivity on roads,
improved safety of driving, and reduced traffic congestion along with many enterprize
applications are just a few to name when it comes to what VANETs have to offer.
Based on the target region, VANET applications can be classified into one-to-one
(unicast), one-to-a-zone (geocast), or one-to-many (broadcast) [12]. Unicast commu-
nication is mainly used for enterprize and convenience applications, whereas geocast
and broadcast cover safety applications. Many studies address the routing challenges
that arise in vehicular environments for each of the above modes of communications
[42, 44]. Considerable efforts have also been dedicated to the study of other layers of
the VANET protocol stack. Physical layer considerations for vehicle-to-vehicle com-
munications are studied in [37] in which a MIMO model is used to characterize the
physical channel between vehicles. A multi-channel media access protocol for general
and safety applications has been proposed in [14]. As for application layer security,
[46] studies a privacy-preserving secure vehicular communications scheme.
Despite the increasing amount of research on protocol design and development, to
the best of our knowledge there is currently a void of a rigorous mathematical frame-
work to study the throughput scaling laws of VANETs. There exists a considerable
amount of literature on the scaling laws of unicast [13, 34, 73] and broadcast [69] in
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wireless networks and some papers further address the effect of mobility [33]. How-
ever, our results show that VANETs feature some unique characteristics that makes
their scaling laws different from that of other wireless networks.
We show that the road geometry plays a significant role in determining the fun-
damental scaling laws of VANETs. As it will be seen, even a single isolated road
(e.g. rural road) can have very different throughput scalings just based on its path
trajectory. Such a phenomenon was not observed in the ordinary analysis of wire-
less networks, where it is believed that as long as the deployment region has smooth
boundaries the scaling laws do not change. Thus, there is a need to categorize roads
based on their geometric properties. To this end we define road sparseness in section
1.3.1. As we shall see, sparsity is a measure of how dense a road system is on the
plane. In section 1.4 We shall study throughput scaling laws for sparse single roads,
grids and general road systems. For general road systems we shall see that road-
connectivity is an important element in characterizing the scaling behavior. We shall
also study the throughput scaling of non-sparse general road systems in the special
case where obstacles such as buildings fill the empty spaces confined by roads.
Another issue is the unique mobility paradigm that exists in VANETs. Numerous
numerical and simulation-based studies study the effect of vehicle mobility on the
performance of VANETs [22, 66]. In [22] the authors use MITSIMLab [1] to generate
vehicle trajectories which are then fed into an Integer Programming formulation to
derive the maximum number of concurrent transmissions in a VANET. As for anal-
ysis, the effect of mobility on the capacity of conventional Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
(MANETs) has been studied in [21, 33]. A common assumption in such studies that
report an increase in throughput due to node mobility is that at each slot a node is
equally likely to be at any location within its legitimate domain . Hence the network
topology changes over time-scale of packet delivery time. This assumption does not
hold in VANETs where the topology change speed of the network is restricted by
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the physically bounded speed of individual vehicles and also the interdependency of
vehicle movements. In fact we shall argue that vehicle mobility cannot guarantee
improving the throughput scaling of a VANET.
Finally, note that in the study of throughput it is usually assumed that each
source node has a random destination chosen uniformly from the available nodes
in the network. Yet in VANETs, applications such as safety are more interested
to communicate with vehicles that are in their vicinities. To address this issue we
introduce the notion of distance-limited throughput and see how it scales with the
support of infrastructure in a sparse single road. In [53], we studied the distance-
limited throughput of single roads and downtown grids for a set of Poisson distributed
nodes and using the Protocol model for successful transmission. We further studied
the effect of deploying roadside units on the throughput scaling of single roads in
[52]. In [54] we took an initial effort to address the throughput scaling of straight line
single roads under the Physical model.
This chapter integrates and builds upon the above to study the throughput scaling
of a variety of road systems from single roads to road systems with general geometry
under the more realistic Physical model. We also show that our results hold true
for a wide range of node distributions corresponding to different traffic conditions.
Furthermore, we study the effect of obstacles (such as buildings) on the throughput
scaling of such networks.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows; We initially outline the contribu-
tions of this chapter. Section 1.3 embodies the model description and preliminaries.
Section 1.4 is dedicated to the study of throughput scaling laws for VANETs with
different road geometries. Later in this section we study VANETs with infrastructure
support. The paper is finally concluded in section 3.5.4. The results of this section
have been published in [56].
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1.2 Contributions
Our main contributions in this chapter are as follows:
1. We mathematically define the notion of sparseness to capture the density of
roads on the plane. Based on this we find the throughput scaling of sparse
single roads, grids, and general road systems.
2. We show that even a single road can have very different throughput scalings from
Θ( 1
n
) for highly sparse and Ω( 1
n
) for sparse single roads, to possibly Θ( 1√
n lnn
)
for non-sparse single roads. Here n denotes the expected number of nodes in
the network.
3. We prove that for sparse grids and general road systems throughput scales lin-
early with the road-connectivity of the network. That is as Θ(m
n
) and Ω(m
n
)
respectively, where m denoting the road-connectivity of the network, is the
guaranteed number of road-disjoint paths between any two points in the net-
work.
4. We show that for an obstacle-filled road system, the above scalings for grids
and general road systems hold even for non-sparse road trajectories.
1.3 Model and preliminaries
In this section we introduce the preliminaries of our study regarding the road ge-
ometry, node distribution, and communications model specifications and also discuss
the effect of mobility on our results. Table 1.1 summarizes the notations used in the
paper.
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Table 1.1. Summary of notations and parameters
R Road system
L Length (Hausdorff one-dimensional measure) of R
n Expected number of vehicles in R (scaling parameter)
n(t) Number of vehicles in R at time t
κ Vehicle density
u(n) Number of roads in R
m(n) Road-connectivity of R
(number of parallel roads in Grid(m))
h(n) Length of each road in Grid(m)
φ(n) Distance between adjacent roads in Grid(m)
P Per-node transmission power
β Physical model SINR threshold
α Path-loss exponent
N Noise power
W Physical model transmission rate
λ(n) Per-node throughput
λTD(n) Per-node distance-limited throughput with T (n) RSUs
1.3.1 Road geometry and node distribution specifications
Here we elaborate on the specifications of the deployment region. In our model
nodes1 are placed on roads. Here we deal with the extended model [82] for analyzing
scaling laws as opposed to the dense model. In the latter model, the density of
nodes in a bounded region goes to infinity whereas in the former, network size goes
to infinity while the density is fixed. We use the extended model because at any part
of the road, the density of vehicles is assumed to be a bounded positive number as in
reality the density is limited by the physical size of the vehicles.
Let n denote the scaling parameter, being the expected number of nodes in the
network. We are interested in the fundamental limits of the network as n grows
large. We define a road system, R, as a collection of possibly intersecting single
roads, i.e. R = {R1,R2, · · · ,Ru(n)}. In general the number of roads, u(n), and
the length of each road, H(Ri), are both functions of n. Each road in the set is
1Due to the context of our study, the terms ”node” and ”vehicle” are used interchangeably
hereafter.
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characterized by a parameterized smooth continuous curve on the plane denoted by
Ri(s) = (xin(s), yin(s)) where s ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter of the curve. The subscript n
denotes dependence on the scaling parameter n. The curve represents the trajectory
of the road. The length of each segment of the curve is obtained using the Hausdorff
one-dimensional measure H(.) [27]. For the length of each road we have:
H(Ri) =
s=1∫
s=0
√
(
d
ds
xin(s))
2
+ (
d
ds
yin(s))
2
ds (1.1)
We consider nodes to initially be placed on the roads according to a homogeneous
Poisson Point Process (P.P.P) of density κ. Hence the vehicle spacings between ad-
jacent nodes is exponentially distributed. Each node then independent from other
nodes and from the initial process, chooses its target speed from a common distri-
bution function fV (v). Empirical measurements show that fV (v) follows a truncated
Normal distribution [62]. We assume that vehicles can overtake one another to reach
their targeted speed. Hence, based on [64, Theorem 9.14], at anytime t the location
of the nodes still form a P.P.P. of the same density.
Available literature in traffic flow theory asserts that the Poisson node distribu-
tion is a justified assumption for low to moderate traffic conditions [29, 59]. Empirical
measurements conducted on roads also confirm this assertion [62, 75]. Though dur-
ing heavy flow periods, vehicles behave in a car-following manner in which at any
instant of time the spacing between them is better represented by a Positive Normal
distribution [47, Ch. 2]. This distribution is used since in this regime drivers tend
to maintain a constant spacing with their leader, yet driver error would cause some
variation about this constant spacing. Also, for the intermediate state where some
vehicles engage in car-following while others do not interact, a composite distribution
consisting of an exponential and a shifted exponential distribution for vehicle spacings
has been proposed [30, 31]. We shall show that our results in this paper hold true
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for any distribution of vehicle spacings which does not have a heavier tail than the
exponential distribution i.e. the family of distributions for which P(X ≥ x) = O(e−κx)
where X denotes the spacing between two adjacent vehicles. As the Positive Normal
distribution belongs to the above family of distributions2, we conclude that our results
hold true under different traffic conditions.
Although our primary assumption in this paper is that all vehicles are equipped
with communication devices, our results can easily be generalized to when market
penetration is in its early stages. To this end consider a light to moderate traffic
scenario where the process of vehicles is best represented by a P.P.P. Here if we
assume that each vehicle is equipped with probability p independent from others,
then the process of the equipped vehicles is a thinning of the original process and
hence is also a P.P.P. with parameter κp [68]. Furthermore, it is shown in [75] through
empirical measurements, that even during heavy traffic the P.P.P. assumption for the
distribution of equipped vehicles is still valid for low market penetration rates.
For the total length of the road system we have L = H(R) = n
κ
= Θ(n). At any
time t, the number n(t) of vehicles that reside on the road system is n(1+o(1)). That
is, using the Chernoff bound [60] we can show that for any  > 0, there exists a fixed
number ξ such that:
P{|n(t)− n| > n} < e−ξn (1.2)
To measure how dense the road system is, we introduce the sparseness condition
in Definition 1. In the literature, sparsity mainly denotes scarceness in terms of node
density. However we use the term to denote that the roads are not highly dense on the
plane. We need to introduce some terminology before stating the definition. For any
point Y on the roads, assume B(Y, r) and C(Y, r) to be the closed ball and circle with
radius r centered at Y , respectively. Let l(Y, r) denote the Hausdorff one-dimensional
2This is shown using the approximation
∫
∞
x
e−
y
2
2 dy ≈ 1
x
e−
x
2
2 as x→∞.
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measure (combined length) of the segments of the roads inside B(Y, r). Further, let
z(Y ) be the number of times that C(Y, r) intersects with the road curves, and Ar be
the segments of the roads consisting of points with z(Y ) > 2.
Definition 1. Let r = Θ(lnn). A road system is sparse if for all points Y on the
roads:
1. z(Y ) is bounded.
2. For any constant σ > 0, there exists a constant cYσ > 0 such that l(Y, σr) < c
Y
σ r.
3. The combined length of Ar is o(L).
Moreover, if z(Y ) ≤ 2 for all Y , then the system is said to be highly sparse. See
Figure 1.1 for examples of highly sparse, sparse, and non-sparse roads. As we shall
later see, condition 2 is needed in order to have a bounded interference term from
all concurrently transmitting nodes, which shall help us in deriving achievable lower
bounds for throughput. Further, condition 3 implies that most transmissions occur
along the road trajectory. To make the definitions more clear, here we elaborate on
two special classes of roads systems, namely single roads and downtown grids.
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Figure 1.1. (top) A single highly sparse road with throughput Θ( 1
n
). (middle) A
single sparse road with throughput Ω( 1
n
). (bottom) A single non-sparse road with
throughput as high as Θ( 1√
n lnn
). Here Xs is the source node and Xd the destination
node.
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Single roads The simplest system consists of a single road such as an inter-state
(see Figure 1.1). Here we have R = {R1}. The trajectory of the single road is
parameterized as R1(s) = (x1n(s), y1n(s)) = (anx1(s), any1(s)), s ∈ [0, 1] where a is
a constant. Here (x1(s), y1(s)), s ∈ [0, 1] is a bounded-length parameterized curve
which is then scaled with n to transform into the extended road R1(s), s ∈ [0, 1].
Replacing this in (1.1) we have, H(R1) = an
s=1∫
s=0
√
( d
ds
x1(s))
2
+ ( d
ds
y1(s))
2
ds = abn,
where b is a constant denoting the value of the integral. On the other hand we saw
earlier that H(R1) = n
κ
. Hence a = 1
κb
.
Downtown grids We now consider a case in which the road system consists
of several roads. In particular, we consider a grid geometry that can appear in
downtowns of cities such as Manhattan. We define Grid(m) as a group of m(n)
parallel roads each of length h(n) and distance between adjacent roads φ(n), inter-
sected with another group of m(n) parallel roads with the same length per road and
distance between adjacent roads. We assume that the two groups of roads are or-
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thogonal to each other (see Figure 1.2). Moreover Grid(m) can be represented as a
set R = {R1, · · · ,Rm(n),R1⊥ , · · · ,Rm⊥(n)}. If the leftmost vertical road is placed
on the y axis, the ith vertical road can be parameterized as Ri(s) = (xin(s), yin(s)) =
((i − 1)φ(n), sh(n)), s ∈ [0, 1]. For the special case of sparse grids, we shall later see
that h(n) = ω(
√
n lnn) and φ(n) = ω(lnn). Note that all other roads in the grid can
be parameterized in a similar manner3.
1.3.2 Communications model specifications
Within the road system, each source vehicle chooses a destination vehicle which
is the node closest to a uniformly chosen random location on R. If the destination
vehicle moves out of the road but the first vehicle is still on the road, it will choose
another target vehicle at random. A throughput of λ(n) denotes the number of bits
per second that every source node can send to its destination with high probabil-
ity (w.h.p.)4. We are interested in the scaling of λ(n) as n grows arbitrarily large.
Throughout the paper when addressing random values, we adopt the following prob-
abilistic variation of order notation. That is f(n) = O(g(n)) if there exists a positive
constant µ such that:
lim
n→∞
P(f(n) ≤ µg(n)) = 1
Further, f(n) = Ω(g(n)) if g(n) = O(f(n)). Finally f(n) = Θ(g(n)) if f(n) = O(g(n))
and f(n) = Ω(g(n)).
In our analysis we consider the Physical model [34] for successful transmissions.
This model assumes that all nodes employ a common transmission power P for all
their transmissions. Node Xi can successfully transmit to node Xj at time t, if the
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the receiver is no less than a threshold
3We shall hereafter drop the dependency of u(n), m(n), h(n), and φ(n) on n for ease of repre-
sentation.
4Note that λ(n) is a random value since the node locations and the choice of destinations are
random.
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β, i.e. assuming τ(t) is the set of simultaneously transmitting nodes at time t, we
must have:
P |Xi −Xj|−α
N +
∑
k∈τ(t),k 6=i
P |Xk −Xj|−α ≥ β (1.3)
Where N is the noise power and α the path-loss exponent. If the above condition is
satisfied, every successful transmitter-receiver pair can communicate at a rate of W
bits/second.
1.3.3 Mobility specifications
Here we elaborate on the effect of mobility on our results. As discussed before,
vehicles move with an arbitrary speed that is a bounded real number. In [33] it is
shown that for a scaling network a constant per-node throughput is attainable if as
well as having large buffer sizes and allowing for unbounded delays, the process of
each nodes’ location over time is stationary and ergodic with stationary distribution
uniform on the plane. This means that at each slot, each node is equally likely to be
at any location in the network. The idea there is to exploit the multiuser diversity.
There, the packets of a source node are distributed among all other nodes of the
network acting as relays. Since at each instant at least one node is close enough to
the destination, a constant per-node throughput is achievable.
However, the location of a vehicle at time t does not follow a stationary uniform
distribution on the road. To clarify this consider a road system which consists of
only a single road. Two arbitrary vehicles have a distance of Θ(n) at a specific time.
Further, the bounded speed assumption ensures that this distance is preserved over
time in the scaling sense. Hence, such vehicles shall never get close enough which
hinders utilizing multiuser diversity in this network. For general road systems, the
same argument holds for vehicles on the same road. Thus in our model, mobility
cannot guarantee increase in throughput.
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Moreover due to the bounded speed of vehicles, the topology of the scaling network
changes much more slowly than the packet delivery time. This way and by allowing
for dynamic routing protocols in which the routes need to be slowly adjusted as the
vehicles move, we are still able to use the same methodology introduced in [34] for
static networks. This strategy of analyzing the equivalent static topology in networks
where nodes do not move significant distances during packet transmit times has been
used in many prior studies such as in [45].
1.4 Throughput scaling of road systems
In this section, we present our main results regarding throughput scaling laws
of single roads, grids, and general road systems. We shall derive tight Θ(.) scalings
for sparse single roads and grids by proposing both an achievable scheme and an
upper bound. For general sparse road systems we shall prove an achievable lower
bound. We then study the effect of roadside units on the distance-limited throughput
of sparse single roads. The proofs are brought in the Appendix at the end of the
paper. Generally, our results are obtained by combining network flow arguments,
geometrical tools that capture the road structures, and also the tools developed in
the analysis of scaling laws of wireless networks such as in [78].
Before stating the results we need a lemma that is used throughout our paper in
proving the achievable throughput scalings. The lemma addresses spatial reuse in the
network. It basically states that in a sparse road system, per-hop transfer of packets
can be scheduled at a rate which does not go to zero as n→∞.
Lemma 1. Consider a sparse road system R = {R1, · · · ,Ru} where H(Ri) = `i,
i ∈ {1, 2, ..., u}. Suppose that roads are divided into segments of lengths η lnn, where
η is a positive constant. Then there exists a positive constant integer M such that
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one node from each segment can transmit to a node in an adjacent segment at a rate
of W
M
.5
1.4.1 Throughput scaling of single roads
Here we initially address the throughput scaling of the single road system R =
{R1}. The throughput of the highly sparse and sparse single road VANET (Figure
1.1 (top) , (middle) ) is characterized by the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Consider the road system R = {R1}. If the road is highly sparse then
λ(n) = Θ( 1
n
). If the road is sparse, then λ(n) = Ω( 1
n
).
This result may seem somewhat trivial, as it brings to mind the throughput of
a line network. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the road trajectory can
significantly affect the scaling law. Indeed, if the sparseness condition does not hold,
the throughput of a single road can be as large as Θ( 1√
n lnn
). Figure 1.1 (bottom)
shows an example of such roads.
Note that in highly sparse single roads as a packet is always routed along the
road trajectory from the source to its destination, and since the source-destination
distance is Θ(L), the same scaling result proposed by Theorem 1 for a randomly
chosen destination, also holds true for broadcast communications.
1.4.2 Throughput scaling of grid road systems
The following theorem addresses the throughput scaling of Grid(m) defined earlier
as the road system R = {R1, · · · ,Rm,R1⊥ , · · · ,Rm⊥}.
Theorem 2. Consider Grid(m):
• If it is sparse, then m = O(√ n
lnn
) and λ(n) = Θ(m
n
).
5Note that M depends on the Physical model parameters β and α, and also the road geometry
but not on the scaling parameter n.
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• If m = Ω(√ n
lnn
), then λ(n) = Θ( 1√
n lnn
).
Theorem 2 states that the throughput increases linearly withm untilm = Θ(
√
n
lnn
).
After this point the throughput scaling is equivalent to that of random ad hoc net-
works. Figure 1.3 shows the throughput of a grid road system as a function of m.
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Figure 1.3. Throughput of Grid(m). The throughput increases linearly with m
until m = Θ(
√
n
lnn
). After that the throughput remains constant with respect to m.
1.4.3 Throughput scaling of general road systems
So far we discussed single roads and downtown grids. We now discuss a general
scenario that includes downtown grids as a special case. To state the result, we need to
develop a new concept. In particular, we define the concept of road-connectivity. This
is somewhat similar to edge-connectivity in graph theory. Note that edge-connectivity
shows the size of the minimum cut in a graph. It also relates to the number of disjoint
paths that exist between two nodes.
Consider two vehicles Xs and Xd located on roads R
1 and R2 respectively (see
Figure 1.4). We call two different paths from Xs to Xd road-disjoint if the only
common roads between them are R1 and R2. We say that a road system has road-
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connectivity m if there are at least m road-disjoint paths between any two points in
the network. In what follows, we initially show via Lemmas 2 and 3 that when the
road system is sparse, road-connectivity cannot grow faster than Θ(
√
n
lnn
). Theorem
3 then presents the main result on the throughput scaling of sparse general road
systems.
s
X
d
X
1
R
2
R
Figure 1.4. A general road system with 6 roads. There are 3 road-disjoint paths
between Xs and Xd.
Lemma 2. Let L be the subset of R2 containing the road curves and H(.) be the Haus-
dorff one-dimensional measure. Let A1, A2, ..., Ai ⊆ L be sections of the roads satisfy-
ing the following property: For all I ⊆ {1, 2, ..., i} with |I| > c, we have ⋂j∈I Aj = ∅.
Then
i∑
j=1
H(Aj) ≤ cH(
i⋃
j=1
Aj).
Lemma 3. Consider a sparse road system R = {R1, · · · ,Ru} with road-connectivity
m. Let H(Ri) = `i, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., u} where δ < `i`j < γ for some fixed constant numbers
δ and γ and for any i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., u}. Then:
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m = o(
√
n
lnn
)
Theorem 3. Consider a sparse road systemR = {R1, · · · ,Ru} with road-connectivity
m. Let H(Ri) = `i, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., u} where δ < `i`j < γ for some fixed constant numbers
δ and γ and for any i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., u}. Then:
λ(n) = Ω(
m
n
)
As we shall see in the proof, the constructive lower bound is achieved by deploying
a probabilistic routing strategy. The above theorem simply states that the throughput
is determined by the road-connectivity of the system. Thus, Figure 1.3 can be used
for general systems, where m shows the road-connectivity. Note that when the road
system is sparse, it is shown that the road-connectivity cannot grow faster than
Θ(
√
n
lnn
). Thus, the throughput does not have to grow faster than λ(n) = Θ( 1√
n lnn
).
We now consider the case where the faces of the road system, i.e the empty spaces
confined between roads, are filled with obstacles such as buildings. Note that the
bandwidth allocated by the FCC for Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC)
in VANETs has a center frequency of 5.9 GHz and a bandwidth of 75 MHz. Waves
in this range typically suffer high penetration loss when passing through obstacles
[23]. Hence we can argue that when obstacles fill the empty spaces between roads,
transmissions occur along the roads no matter how dense the road system is on the
plane. This way the sparseness condition does not need to hold and we can prove the
following theorem:
Theorem 4. Consider an obstacle-filled road system R = {R1, · · · ,Ru} with road-
connectivity m. Let H(Ri) = `i, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., u} where δ < `i`j < γ for some fixed
constant numbers δ and γ and for any i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., u}. Then:
λ(n) = Ω(
m
n
)
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When
m = o(
n
lnn
)
As we shall see in the proof, here the restriction on m is not a result of applying
the sparseness condition but from the need to bound the number of information
paths that pass through an arbitrary segment of the road in the probabilistic routing
strategy.
1.4.4 Effect of RoadSide Units (RSUs) on distance-limited throughput
At this point we allude to an extension of our analysis which specially gains
importance in a practical VANET setting. We first introduce the notion of distance-
limited throughput and then study how the deployment of RoadSide Units (RSUs),
affects this notion of throughput in a sparse single road system.
Up until now we have considered the case in which it is assumed that every source
node communicates with a randomly chosen destination which, in the case of single
roads, is a distance Θ(n) away. In many applications of VANETs, however, nodes
usually need to communicate with other nodes that are within a certain distance
D(n) from them. For example, in accident warning systems, a vehicle would need to
exchange messages with vehicles that are in its vicinity. To this end we define the
distance-limited throughput as the per-node feasible throughput when vehicles need
to communicate with others that are within distance D(n) from them. Moreover, let
λTD(n) be the distance-limited throughput of a system with T (n) RSUs. Some studies
in the literature discuss the throughput of wireless networks with infrastructure [80].
Theorem 5 addresses λTD(n) for a sparse single road system. The corresponding anal-
ysis for a general road system is analytically involved and left for future work. Here
we assume that the RSUs do not generate new information and only serve to help
the communication between vehicles. It is assumed that the nodes can communicate
with each other using a channel with a bounded bandwidth W1 < ∞, and they can
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communicate with the RSUs using a channel with a bounded bandwidth W2 < ∞
that does not interfere with W1.
Theorem 5. Consider a sparse single road system R = {R1} with T (n) RSUs.
Assume r = Θ(lnn). Then,
• If D(n) = Ω(r) and T (n)D(n) = O(n), then λTD(n) = Θ( 1D(n)).
• If D(n) = O(r) or T (n) = Ω( n
lnn
), then λTD(n) = Θ(
1
lnn
).
• If D(n) = Ω(r) and T (n)D(n) = Ω(n) and T (n) = O( n
lnn
), then λTD(n) =
Θ(T (n)
n
).
In Figure 1.5 we have illustrated the throughput regions for a single road VANET
with T (n) RSUs. Based on this result, having more than Θ( n
lnn
) RSUs cannot increase
the capacity beyond Θ( 1
lnn
). Along the same lines as this theoretic result, a recent
trace-driven simulation study of taxis in urban Shanghai [76] reveals that the delivery
ratio increases with the number of RSU up until a threshold value beyond which the
addition of extra RSUs has little effect on performance.
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Figure 1.5. Throughput regions of a single road system with T (n) RSUs.
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1.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter we studied throughput scaling laws for unicast communications in
VANETs. We showed that the VANET throughput scaling differs significantly from
the known results obtained for MANETs. In particular, it was observed that the road
geometry plays an important role in determining the throughput of VANETs. We
studied scaling laws for various road geometries such as single roads, grids and general
road systems. We further defined the distance-limited throughput and studied how it
scales in the presence of RoadSide Units (RSUs) in a single road system. The effect
of RSUs on the throughput scaling of general road systems is an interesting open
problem as is the throughput scaling of geocast and broadcast communications for
such systems. We believe that although the present work is a theoretical study of
VANETs’ scaling behavior, it nonetheless provides useful insights on practical issues
such as the design of efficient routing algorithms, optimal deployment of RSUs, and
the effect of traffic flow conditions on the achievable throughput of such wireless
networks.
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CHAPTER 2
EFFECT OF OBSTACLE GEOMETRY ON BROADCAST
CAPACITY
2.1 Introduction
New trends and applications of wireless networks necessitates their study from
a different perspective. Currently, most fundamental studies of wireless networks
have been carried out for node deployments in plain regions [34]. However, with the
introduction of emerging wireless technologies inside houses and out in the roads, a
more comprehensive study that accounts for the various constraints imposed on the
environment seems essential. In the previous chapter we studied the ways by which the
geometry of roads could affect the capacity of a VANET. In this chapter we develop
a mathematical framework which accounts for the obstructions in the deployment
region and further study how the presence of obstacles influences the capacity. As
discussed before the importance of this framework stems from the fact that the DSRC
waves suffer a great loss of power when they penetrate through obstacles [23, 24].
In this chapter we aim at developing a mathematical framework which accounts
for the obstructions in the deployment region. As a fundamental step, we define
the elements (such as obstacles, roads and free spaces) of such constrained wireless
networks in geometrical terms. Here, obstacles block the line-of-sight (LOS) between
users which reside on roads and hence impair connectivity. In our framework, we
mathematically depict the worst case effect of obstacles on connectivity. This issue can
best be addressed by the hidden set problem previously alluded to in computational
geometry [61]. A hidden set is a set of points, no two of which can see one another.
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Here, we initially extend previous results on hidden sets. Later in section 2.4 we
use this notion to derive bounds on the broadcast capacity of obstructed networks.
Another geometrical definition central to our analysis is the link distance metric [61].
The link distance is the minimum number of line segments of a polygonal path between
two arbitrary points in the region. We derive bounds on the link distance metrics of
a geometry. The art gallery problem [58] is yet another useful concept which renders
an upper bound on the number of guards needed to watch an art gallery.
In section 2.4, we shall use the above concepts to derive upper and lower bounds
for the broadcast capacity of any arbitrary placement of nodes in a geometrically
obstructed network. We shall consider both a high power and a limited power trans-
mission profile for nodes. We believe that such bounds are among the first which
account for the role of obstacles in the capacity of wireless networks. The results of
this section can be found in [49].
2.2 Contributions
Our main contributions in this chapter are as follows:
1. We provide improved bounds for some computational geometry parameters
(that are central to our capacity analysis) in special cases. That is, we ad-
dress the cardinality of hidden sets and the link diameter for when the obstacle
is composed of the union of two convex, or a number of disjoint arbitrary poly-
gons, respectively.
2. For the limited power regime, we provide a routing strategy which exploits the
presence of obstacles to establish concurrent transmissions in the network. For
both regimes we show that for all node configurations, the network connectivity
is guaranteed via a fixed set of relays whose cardinality depends only on the
number of needed guards and the link diameter of the network.
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3. We show that in the high power regime and for a worst case configuration of
nodes, both the lower and upper bounds on the broadcast capacity solely depend
on the geometrical characteristics of the deployment region represented by the
cardinality of the hidden set, the link diameter, and the number of guards.
2.3 Geometrical concepts
A transportation geometry, named a T-Geometry, is a 3-tuple T(Ω, L,Γ) that de-
scribes the geometry of roads on a subset of the plane. Loosely speaking, Ω represents
the part of the network we are interested in; L is the set of lanes, and Γ = {Γ1,Γ2, · · · }
is the set of obstacles that limit LOS. We now define these elements rigorously. Ω ⊆ R2
is a convex and compact set. Further, Ω is partitioned by its on-road and off-road
subsets. The on-road subset is composed of lanes (L) and denotes the parts of Ω a
vehicle can be. The off-road subset represents all the surrounding environment of the
on-road subset, and includes obstacles (Γ) and free spaces (Λ) (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1. The geometrical interpretation of an obstructed wireless networks.
In the initial phase of our study we assume that nodes can be placed anywhere
in Ω − Γ (i.e. L = Ω − Γ). This way the T-Geometry can be seen as a polygon
(Ω) with holes (Γ). This interpretation is specifically helpful when it comes to using
computational geometry concepts.
Consider a small area in the city defined by a T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ). This could
be a downtown area consisting of a few intersections. Due to the loss in power of the
DSRC waves passing through obstacles, LOS connectivity plays an important role in
the effectiveness of the VANET in providing safety. Here we provide some definitions
related to LOS connectivity and focus on worst case scenarios as they provide a good
way to guarantee the performance.
As obstacles are assumed to be polygons in this paper, we first provide some def-
initions in this prospect. A polygonal curve (circuit) is composed of a finite sequence
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of non-intersecting line segments. A polygon is then a closed polygonal curve along
with its interior. A vertex of a polygon is called convex if the interior angle between
its two incident vertices is at most pi; otherwise it is called reflex. A polygon is convex
if and only if the line segment connecting any two arbitrary points on the polygon,
resides entirely within it.
Note that in what follows, B(Γ) and I(Γ) represent the boundary and the interior
of the set of obstacles Γ respectively, hence Γ = I(Γ)∪B(Γ). The following definition
indicates the LOS region of an arbitrary point in the presence of obstacles.
Definition 2. Consider a set of obstacles Γ and a point m ∈ Ω − I(Γ). The LOS
region of m, α(m), consists of all the points in Ω− I(Γ) which have LOS to m. This
is mathematically shown as:
α(m) = {u ∈ Ω− I(Γ) : mu ∩ I(Γ) = ∅} (2.1)
where, mu, is the line segment joining points m and u.
All such (m,u) pairs that satisfy Definition 2 are called LOS pairs; otherwise they
are called NLOS pairs. Note that according to (2.1) if the line segment mu goes
through a convex vertex or grazes along a polygon edge, then u would still reside
in the LOS region of m. We can now define measures to foresee the effect of the
obstacles on LOS connectivity.
Definition 3. For a T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ), κ(T) is the maximum number of points
in Ω− I(Γ) such that all of the pairs consisting of these points are NLOS pairs.
In case of vehicular networks, κ(T) is the maximum number of vehicles, in an
arrangement where none of them can see the other one. The κ(T) points in space
which are pairwise NLOS are called Maximal Non LOS (MNLOS) points hereafter.
Hence κ(T) is the cardinality of the MNLOS set. The MNLOS set is what is referred
to as a hidden set in computational geometry. Hurtado et. al in [36] observed bounds
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on the cardinality of the hidden set problem for general polygons with e vertices, r
of them being reflex. Furthermore, Shermer proved in [65] that finding a hidden set
in the interior of a polygon is NP-hard. Here we tighten the previous bounds on the
cardinality of the hidden set for specific configurations of practical interest (such as
the union of two intersecting convex polygons). The following theorem is an initial
step to point out the importance of an MNLOS set.
Theorem 6. In a T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ), the maximum number of required RSEs,
NRSE, such that all vehicles have LOS to at least one of them is κ(T):
We now state theorems that provide values and bounds for κ(T) of some specific
geometrical shapes, such as convex polygons and the union of two intersecting convex
polygons. It can easily be shown that for any T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ) where Γ is a
convex polygon with e edges (vertices), we have κ(T) = e. Note that drawing the
external bisectors corresponding to the convex vertices, Ω − I(Γ) is partitioned into
e convex sets. Hence e is an upperbound on the cardinality of the MNLOS set. This
upperbound is achieved for convex polygons by placing a point on the midpoint (or
any other arbitrary point except the endpoints) of every edge. We next consider Γ to
be the union of two intersecting convex polygons and provide non-trivial bounds on
the value of κ(T). First we need the following lemma:
Lemma 4. The r reflex vertices of a polygon Γ = Γ1∪Γ2 where Γ1 and Γ2 are convex
polygons and Γ1 ∩ Γ2 6= ∅, are pairwise NLOS.
Theorem 7. Consider a T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ), with Γ = Γ1 ∪ Γ2 where Γ1 and Γ2
are two convex polygons and Γ1 ∩ Γ2 6= ∅. If e is the total number of vertices of Γ, r
of them being reflex, we have:
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κ(T) = e r = 0 (2.2)
r + be
r
c − 2 ≤κ(T) ≤ e− r r = 1, · · · , e
2
(2.3)
Note how the bound is rather tight and even leads to the exact value of κ(T) = e−1
and κ(T) = e
2
for the cases where r = 1 and r = e
2
respectively. It is also worth
noting that when the obstacles are f disjoint convex polygons, the tight upper bound
of e− f +1 follows from the discussion in [36], where e is the total number of vertices
of the polygons.
Next, we show how the notion of an MNLOS set proves useful in characterizing
the worst case connectivity of users in an obstructed network.
Definition 4. Consider a T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ). We place n nodes in Ω− I(Γ) in
a way that maximizes the fraction of NLOS pairs to the total number of pairs,
(
n
2
)
.
This maximized fraction is denoted by ρn(T).
Note that ρn(T) shows, in the worst case scenario, the percentage of broken links
due to obstacles. This notion shall later be utilized in the next chapter to develop
geometry-aware communication protocols. Moreover, we prove the following result.
Theorem 8. Consider a T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ), where n nodes are placed in Ω −
I(Γ). Assume n = qκ(T) + z where q, z ∈ Z+ and 0 ≤ z < κ(T). Then:
ρn(T) ≤ 1− q(n− κ(T) + z)
n(n− 1) . (2.4)
with equality if the nodes are assumed to be dimensionless.
Yet another notion alluded to in combinatorial geometry which proves useful in
our geometric framework is the link distance metric [61]. Here we state what is meant
by terms such as the link distance, link diameter and link radius of a certain geometry.
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We then provide bounds for those metrics which shall later be used in the capacity
analysis of section 2.4.
The link distance between a pair of points (s, t) ∈ Ω−I(Γ), dl(s, t), is the minimum
number of line segments of a polygonal path which resides entirely in Ω − I(Γ) and
connects the two points. The link diameter, Dl(T), is the maximum of the link
distances between any two points in Ω− I(Γ). To make the definitions more formal
we follow the notation introduced in [43] to define the k-neighborhood of a point
x ∈ Ω− I(Γ) as:
Nk(x) = {x′ ∈ Ω− I(Γ) : dl(x, x′) ≤ k} (2.5)
Then the covering radius, c(x), of x is the smallest k for which Ω− I(Γ) ⊂ Nk(x).
This way the link diameter can be written as:
Dl(T) = max
x∈Ω−I(Γ)
c(x) (2.6)
Also the link radius is defined as:
rl(T) = min
x∈Ω−I(Γ)
c(x) (2.7)
According to which we can define the link center of Ω as:
{Cl(T)} = {x ∈ Ω− I(Γ) : c(x) = rl(T)} (2.8)
Note that for any x ∈ Ω− I(Γ) we essentially have:
rl(T) ≤ c(x) ≤ Dl(T) (2.9)
Also the following relation exists between the link diameter and the link radius
[43].
rl(T) ≥ Dl(T)
2
(2.10)
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The proof is by using the triangle inequality.
Let us now prove an upper bound for Dl(T) in the most general case where we
have an arbitrary number of disjoint polygonal obstacles.
Theorem 9. For a T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ), where Γ is the union of f disjoint poly-
gons and has a total of e edges, i.e.
Γ =
f⋃
i=1
Γi Γi ∩ Γj = ∅ ∀1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ f, (2.11)
we have:
Dl(T) ≤ be
2
+ fc (2.12)
The art gallery problem is another tool which will come handy in our capacity
analysis in the next section:
Art Gallery Problem [58]: Consider a T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ). If the set Γ
is composed of f disjoint polygons with a total of e edges, then for the maximum
number of guards, G(T), needed to watch Ω− I(Γ) we have:
G(T) ≤ be+ 2f
3
c+ 1 (2.13)
The proof is due to Fisk by performing a 3-coloring on the vertices of the trian-
gulation of Ω− I(Γ). The reader is referred to [58] for details.
As we shall see in the next section, the geometrical characteristics of the deploy-
ment region represented by notions such as the link diameter, the MNLOS set and
the guard sets are utilized to derive bounds on the broadcast capacity of obstructed
wireless networks.
2.4 Broadcast capacity of obstructed wireless networks
In this section we derive lower and upper bounds for the broadcast capacity of
wireless networks when obstacles in the deployment region avoid communications be-
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tween NLOS nodes. Broadcast capacity has previously been studied for plain regions
in [38, 69, 81]. Here, we study the broadcast capacity for a given deployment of
any number of nodes. For a network with an arbitrary configuration of nodes, we
derive bounds on the broadcast capacity under two different assumptions. In the first
scenario we assume that nodes can increase their transmission range just enough to
ensure connectivity. This assumption is valid when the nodes are power constrained
or when the network is designed to support unicast traffic in other parts. In the
second case when power is not a concern, we assume that nodes can increase their
transmission range to reach all others that reside within their LOS region. Note that
both these assumptions are order optimal is the scaling sense, as the transmission
range does not affect the broadcast capacity by more than a constant factor due to
[38]. We study both the Protocol and the more realistic Generalized Physical model.
Note that as a basic fact, we shall assume that a node can neither send data to nor
cause interference on another node not in its LOS region. This assumption is fair for
the frequency range we are studying [23, 24].
Definition 5. (Protocol model [34]) A transmission with range R from a node i to a
node j is successful if |Xi − Xj| ≤ R and for any other simultaneously transmitting
node k, |Xk − Xj| ≥ (1 + ∆)R, where ∆ is called the interference parameter. The
rate of the transmission in this case is always a constant W .
Definition 6. (Generalized Physical model[34]) The transmission rate , Wij, between
transmitter i and receiver j is computed according to Shannon’s channel capacity
formula as:
Wij = B log(1 +
P |Xi −Xj|−α
BN0 +
∑
k 6=i,k∈τ
P |Xk −Xj|−α
) (2.14)
where B is the channel bandwidth, Xi is the location of node i, P is the transmission
power, α is the path loss exponent, N0
2
is the noise power spectral density and τ is the
set of simultaneously transmitting nodes.
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We also need to define a visibility graph which shall be used throughout our
analysis.
Definition 7. For a T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ) and a set of n points in Ω − I(Γ), the
visibility graph M = (V,E) is defined on the set of points, where:
E = {{u, v} : u ∈ α(v)} (2.15)
Note that a visibility graph is not directed since the LOS relation is symmetric.
We denote by C(X,T)1, the number of connected components in the visibility graph
M . By construction, a node in one component does not have LOS to any of the
nodes in another component. As we shall see, this property allows for concurrency in
transmission in the obstructed network. It can easily be verified that C(X,T) ≤ κ(T).
2.4.1 Limited power regime
Here we consider the case where the transmission power of the nodes is limited
and is enough to ensure connectivity in the network. The assumptions made in our
analysis are explicitly listed below.
1. Deployment region: A T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ), as previously defined, is our
deployment region. Moreover we assume that the area of Ω is A and Γ is
composed of f disjoint polygons with a total of e edges, except stated otherwise.
Initially we assume that nodes can reside anywhere in Ω− I(Γ).
2. Broadcast rate: We assume a subset of the nodes, B = {B1, · · · , Bb} to
broadcast their packets to all other nodes in the network. The rate vector
λB = {λB1 , · · · , λBb} is said to be achievable if every source node Bi ∈ B can
1Connoting its dependency on the location of nodes (X) and the geometric characteristics of the
deployment region (T).
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deliver its packets with rate λBi to all other nodes in finite time. In this case
we denote by λB =
∑b
i=1 λBi the aggregate broadcast capacity of the network.
3. Relay nodes: Clearly λB = 0 when the visibility graph M is not connected
(i.e. C(X,T) > 1). Hence, the use of relay nodes to link disjoint components is
inevitable. Moreover, each component is assigned a parent relay which it uses
to reach other components2. Let the set PR = {PR1, · · · , PRt} denote the
set of parent relays, where essentially t ≤ C(X,T), G(T). The component node
which is in charge of connecting the component to its parent relay is known as
the component head. Components which share a unique parent relay are called
siblings. Further, intermediate relays are used to connect parent relays (see
Figure 2.2).
4. Transmission range:
• Ordinary nodes: The transmission range for nodes within each con-
nected component of the visibility graph, M , is equal to the length of the
longest edge of that component in the Nearest Neighbor graph induced
on M . The transmission range of each component is then adjusted to
make it connected with its parent relay. Hence the transmission range is
constant within each component and is the minimum which ensures con-
nectivity within the component and to its parent relay, however it can vary
over different components. We denote the transmission ranges in different
components by r = {r1, · · · , rC(X,T)}.
• Parent relays: The transmission range is the maximum of the following
two quantities: 1- The transmission ranges of components to which it serves
2Parent relays are chosen from the set of guards, addressed in the art gallery problem. A com-
ponent may have LOS with more than one guard, in which case it chooses the one which leads to a
lower total number of parent relays in the network. Moreover, a guard can serve as the parent relay
of more than one component.
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as parent relay; 2- Its distance with the next intermediate relay en-route
to the next parent relay (which might as well be the next parent relay
itself). The transmission ranges of parent relays are denoted by the vector
rPR = {rPR1 , · · · , rPRt}.
• Intermediate relays The transmission range is so that it can successfully
transmit to both its adjacent relay nodes. The transmission ranges of
intermediate relays are denoted by the vector rIR = {rIR1 , rIR2 , · · · }.
5. Transmission rate: The rate under the protocol model is a constantW within
transmission range of the nodes. In the case of the Generalized Physical model,
for ordinary nodes in the ith component, capacity-achieving gaussian channel
codes are utilized to achieveWi = B log(1+
Pr−αi
BNO
) in the absence of interference,
where P is the transmission power of the nodes. Relays, on the other hand,
are allowed to increase their power to deliver with a rate equal to the minimum
rate of components to their furthest receiver.
Before stating the theorems we need to clarify some points. First, note that as
mentioned above even in the power limited regime, relays can arbitrarily increase
their power to ensure a rate equal to the minimum rate of the components. Hence, if
we denote by PPRk , PIRj the transmission powers of the k
th and jth parent relay and
intermediate relay respectively, we shall have:
PPRk = P (
rPRk
rmax
)α (2.16)
PIRj = P (
rIRj
rmax
)α (2.17)
Secondly, note that a maximum of Dl(T)(G(T)− 1) + 1 pre-installed relay nodes
always suffice to make any arbitrary network connected (this is the sum of at most
G(T) parent relays and (G(T)− 1)(Dl(T)− 1) intermediate relays).
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At last, for an arbitrary configuration of nodes we form a geometric graphGi(ni, ri), i ∈
{1, · · · , C(X,T)} for each of the connected components. Here, the vertices are the
nodes and there is an edge between nodes closer to each other than the transmission
range, ri, of that component. Intuitively, a Minimally Connected Dominating Set
3
(MCDS) in the graph of each component uses the minimum number of transmissions
to disseminate the broadcast packet to all nodes in that component. In our analysis,
|MCDSi|, i ∈ {1, · · · , C(X,T)} denotes the cardinality of the MCDS of the ith
component.
3A Minimally Connected Dominating Set of a graph is a connected subset of the vertices which
is minimal in the sense that the vertices of the graph are either in the set or connected to a set
member via an edge.
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Figure 2.2. Broadcasting packets via parent and intermediate relays in an obstructed
network under the limited power regime. MCDS nodes in each component are shaded
darker.
We now state a theorem on the achievable broadcast rate for the limited power
regime.
Theorem 10. Consider a T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ) with characteristics κ(T), Dl(T)
and G(T). For an arbitrary placement of n nodes leading to C(X,T) connected com-
ponents and using at most Dl(T)(G(T)− 1) + 1 relays, we have for the limited power
regime when C(X,T) > 1:
1. for the Protocol model:
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λB ≥ W
H(X,T)
(2.18)
2. for the Generalized Physical model:
λB ≥ W
min
H(X,T)
(2.19)
Where
H(X,T) = 2 max
i∈{1,··· ,C(X,T)}
|MCDSi|+ (min(G(T), C(X,T))− 1)Dl(T) + 4
Wmin = min
i∈{1,··· ,C(X,T)}
Wi = B log(1 +
Pr−αmax
BNO
).
We now provide an upper bound for the broadcast capacity of obstructed wireless
networks with arbitrary node configuration under the limited power regime. Before
the main theorem, we emphasize that in a multi-hop broadcast session, a single trans-
mission is declared successful if at least one node can correctly receive it. Note that
this can never happen if the distance between two transmitters is less than ∆r, where
∆ is the interference parameter in the Protocol Model. To know why, consider node
i to be transmitting to another node j which resides within its transmission range,
r. Now if node i’s distance with another simultaneously transmitting node k is less
than ∆r, we will have:
|Xk −Xj| < |Xk −Xi|+ |Xi −Xj| (2.20)
< ∆r + r = (1 + ∆)r (2.21)
which states that no node in range r of node i can successfully receive its packet due
to the interference from node k.
With this introduction, let us define a graph Md = (V,Ed) on the entire set of
nodes such that Md ⊆M , where M = (V,E) is the visibility graph. Also:
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Ed = {{u, v} : {u, v} ∈ E ∩ |Xu −Xv| < ∆rv} (2.22)
Note that we could have equivalently used ru in (2.22). This is because if the
visibility condition is not satisfied i.e. {u, v} /∈ E, the second condition can be
neglected and if its is satisfied, it means that u and v are in the same component,
hence ru = rv. We shall refer to this class of graphs as distance-limited visibility
graphs. Due to definition, an edge exists between two points in Md if they are in the
same component and are closer to each other than ∆ times the transmission range of
that component. To show the dependence of this graph on the node configuration, the
transmission range and the presence of obstacles, we identify it as Md(X,∆r,T), but
shall drop the arguments for simplicity. With this setting we can state the following
theorem:
Theorem 11. Consider a T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ). For an arbitrary placement of n
nodes leading to C connected components, we have in the limited power regime:
1. Protocol model
λB ≤ W |MIS(Md)|∑C
i=1 |MCDSi|+ 2u(C − 2)
(2.23)
2. Generalized Physical model
λB ≤ Wmin (2.24)
where |MIS(Md)| is the cardinality of a Maximal Independent Set of the distance-
limited visibility graph Md on the set of n nodes, u(c) denotes the unit step function
and Wmin = B log(1 + Pr
−α
max
BN0
).
2.4.2 High power regime
The assumptions here are basically the same as the limited power regime except
that nodes (and relays) do not have a power constraint and can deliver to all nodes
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within their LOS region with a constant rate W for the Protocol model and rate B
in the Generalized Physical model.
Following the definition of a visibility graph, M , let us now add edges to M such
that the resulting graph Mt = (V,Et), where Et = E ∪ E ′t, is such that ∀x, y ∈ V :
E ′t = {{x, y} : ∃z ∈ V s.t. {x, z}, {z, y} ∈ E} (2.25)
With the above definition, there is an edge between two nodes if there exists at least
one node which is visible to both. We shall call Mt the transitive visibility graph.
To show the dependence of this graph on the node configuration and the presence of
obstacles, we identify it as Mt(X,T), but shall drop the arguments for simplicity. In
the high power regime a transmission is successful if all nodes within the LOS region
of the transmitter receive it. Hence, a Maximal Independent Set4 of Mt (denoted by
MIS(Mt)) represents a maximal set of feasible concurrent transmissions among the n
nodes. Moreover, it is clear from the definition that |MIS(M)| ≤ κ(T). Hence, as
Mt results from M by only adding edges to it, we have:
|MIS(Mt)| ≤ κ(T) (2.26)
Theorem 12. Consider a T-Geometry T(Ω, L,Γ) with characteristics κ(T), Dl(T)
and G(T). For an arbitrary placement of n nodes and using at most Dl(T)(G(T) −
1) + 1 relays, we have, for the high power regime and the protocol model:
W
Dl(T)(G(T)− 1) + 2 ≤ λB ≤ max(W,
Wb|MIS(Mt)|
b∑
i=1
max
j∈{1,··· ,n}
dl(Xi, Xj)
) (2.27)
4In graph theory, a Maximal Independent Set is a set with maximal cardinality such that no edge
in the graph connects any two of its elements.
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where b is the number of broadcast sources, |MIS(Mt)| is the cardinality of a Maximal
Independent Set of the transitive visibility graph on the set of n nodes and dl(Xi, Xj)
is the link distance between nodes i and j. For the generalized physical model, the
same bounds apply by only replacing W with B.
Let us now see how the bounds behave in a worst case configuration. Here, by
”worst case” we mean a configuration of nodes where the path from each broadcast
source to at least one of the other nodes consists of the maximum number of possible
line segments. That is, each source node s has at least one polygonal path of c(s)
line segments to one of the other nodes (where as defined before c(s) is the covering
radius). Hence in this case max
j∈{1,··· ,n}
dl(s, j) = c(s).
The lower bound of (2.27) holds for all configurations including the worst case.
Replacing from (2.9) and further by (2.10) and also (2.26) in the upper bound, the
following holds for the worst case aggregate broadcast capacity of obstructed wireless
networks:
W
Dl(T)(G(T)− 1) + 2 ≤ λB ≤ max(W,
2Wκ(T)
Dl(T)
) (2.28)
Which solely depends on the geometry of the deployment region, namely Dl(T),
G(T) and κ(T), for which we have derived bounds in the previous section. For the
special case of Γ being the intersection of two convex polygons, it can be seen using
Theorems 7 and 9 that the non-trivial upper bound of 2Wκ(T)
Dl(T)
holds only when the
number of reflex vertices of Γ, r, is no larger than 4.
2.5 Chapter summary
Reliable communications between non-line-of-sight neighbors is a challenging mat-
ter in high frequency wireless networks such as VANET deployments in urban areas.
This is because waves at high frequencies suffer great loss of power when passing
through obstacles. In this chapter we utilized a geometric framework to address the
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broadcast capacity of such high frequency obstructed networks. Here, tools from com-
binatorial geometry such as hidden sets, link distances, and guard sets proved useful
to our analysis. To address the capacity, we considered both high power and limited
power transmitters and studied the broadcast capacity under the generalized physi-
cal model. To the best of our knowledge, this study is among the first to provide a
geometrical framework to address the characteristics of obstructed wireless networks
and can be used as a benchmark to address more intricate analyses regarding diverse
applications of such networks.
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CHAPTER 3
INTERPLAY OF COMMUNICATIONS AND TRAFFIC IN
VANETS
3.1 Introduction
Every year, more than 40, 000 people are killed and 3 million injured in highway
traffic accidents in the United States alone [17]. This places motor vehicle accidents
as the leading cause of death for the 3 − 6 and 8 − 34 age group [7]. In order to re-
duce such casualties, the IEEE and numerous federal agencies are actively promoting
the deployment of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). The Federal Commu-
nications Commission has allocated 75 MHz of spectrum in the 5.9 GHz band for
Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC). To serve as the groundwork for
DSRC, the IEEE 802.11p standard was published in the year 2010 for Wireless Ac-
cess in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) [8]. During recent years, the US Department
of Transportation has also hosted numerous initiatives to promote ITS [2]. Also, the
Vehicle Safety Communications (VSC) project was launched as a collaboration be-
tween North America’s seven leading automotive manufacturers and the USDOT to
foresee the potential benefits and communications requirements of safety applications
[6].
The National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration reports that in the year
2000, rear-end collisions accounted for about 28 percent of the total 6, 318, 000 police-
reported crashes in the United States [48]. A rear-end collision1 is typically due to
1Hereafter, the terms ”collision” and ”traffic” shall refer to vehicular collisions and traffic respec-
tively (and not that of packets) unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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the delay in a driver’s response time when its leader suddenly decelerates. This delay
could be due to the driver’s inattentiveness or due to the ever-present Perception-
Reaction (P-R) time even for vigilant drivers. Within a chain, the problem could
be exacerbated with such a collision leading into a pile-up. Here a trailing vehicle
in the chain cannot respond to the event until after observing the brake light of its
immediate leader. This dependence of braking decisions on the state of the leading
vehicle results in a cumulative response time for upstream vehicles that could lead
into domino-style collisions in the chain.
Communications between vehicles can significantly help decrease collisions. For
example in the previous scenario, inter-vehicle communications can be used to warn
the following driver if he is distracted or cannot observe the deceleration event due to
factors such as low visibility or defected brake lights. However, the spacing between
the two vehicles might be so small (or the P-R time of the following driver so large)
that no matter how early the follower is informed, it cannot avoid a collision with the
fast braking one in front. In such scenarios it might be meaningful to invest some of
our resources on notifying other subsequent drivers in the chain that cannot typically
see the initial deceleration event but could avoid an accident if informed soon enough.
Current efforts in the realm of VANET safety communications generally fall un-
der one of the following two broad categories. One that is mostly led by the ad hoc
networking community, seeks to propose efficient algorithms to enhance the network-
ing metrics (such as throughput and/or delay, based on the specific application) in
VANETs [19, 25, 39, 77, 79]. The main challenge there is to come up with schemes
that can cope with the specific networking restrictions of such environments such as
the fast changing topology and the high mobility of nodes. These studies, however,
do not mostly address the implication of their design on safety applications that are
the most important factor to the end drivers. The other major trend is led by trans-
portation engineers whose primary concern is to study vehicle collisions and ways
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to reduce them via ITS. However, the wireless networking restrictions are either not
accounted for (ideal communications assumed between vehicle) or considered in an
abstract manner [18, 28]. The current study seeks to fill in this gap by seeking to
analytically study the communications parameters of a VANET designed to fulfil the
safety application needs of driving.
The previously mentioned 75 MHz spectrum of DSRC is divided into seven 10 MHz
wide channels. From among these channels, one called the control channel (CCH)
is reserved exclusively for safety messages. The other channels are called service
channels (SCH) and serve commercial and convenience applications. Moreover, safety
messages are either event-driven or periodic. Periodic messages are sent by each
vehicle on a regular basis and in a single hop to inform all others inside a given
neighborhood on its current status such as location, speed and acceleration. Yet
event-driven packets are sent in an emergency to warn upstream vehicles of a crash
site ahead. Since the latter type of messages are rare in their occurrence, they do not
pose a capacity issue in the design of VANETs. Yet due to their importance, it is
usually the case that a portion of CCH is left unused for when event-driven messages
need to be propagated. This by itself could lead to inefficient use of bandwidth.
In this chapter we analytically study how periodic status packets can be sent in an
intelligent manner to actively attain proven collision avoidance. Note that the use of
periodic messages for collision avoidance has recently been studied in [35] but only
through simulations.
The Media Access Control (MAC) protocol anticipated for DSRC communica-
tions is a variation of the conventional CSMA/CA scheme proposed for IEEE 802.11
standards [8]. Yet in sending periodic safety messages, due to the short length of the
packet payload and the broadcast nature of communications, the 4-way handshake
anticipated by the standard is not efficient. Forgoing RTS/CTS and ACK message
exchanges gives rise to the hidden node problem, increasing the probability of packet
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collisions. On the other hand, the highly dynamic topology of VANETs requires
appropriate topology-transparent protocols [20]. Topology-transparent protocols are
ones which do not need a detailed description of the network topology in order to
schedule packet transmissions. Repetition-based protocols not only exhibit topology-
transparent properties, but also seek to combat packet collisions with that of the
hidden nodes’ [25]. Hence in our study we make use of repetition-based protocols for
the dissemination of periodic safety messages (a similar approach has been used in
[25, 77]). Here a message is repeated within its useful lifetime according to one of the
following slotted MAC schemes.
• Slotted Synchronous P-persistent (SSP): slots at different nodes are synchro-
nized and each node transmits during each slot with probability p and rate
R.
• Slotted Asynchronous P-persistent (SAP): is the same as the SSP scheme but
slots are not necessarily synchronized.
• Slotted Asynchronous P-persistent with Carrier Sensing (SAP/CS ): is the same
as the SAP scheme but here nodes perform carrier sensing at the beginning of
each slot and only transmit (with probability p and rate R) if they find the
channel idle.
In this chapter we first identify the general delay requirements for safety applica-
tions in VANETs. For dense traffic conditions we use the vehicles’ dynamic equations
of motion to arrive at the tolerable delay of communications which should be met
in order to avoid accidents between vehicles. For sparse traffic we put to test the
suggested delay requirements by the CAMP consortium [6]. We then move on to
analytically study the performance of the three above-mentioned MAC schemes for
sending periodic safety messages. In doing that we account for the influential radio
propagation factors such as path loss, fading and multi-user interference. Our analy-
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sis helps us determine, for each scheme, the set of parameters i.e. transmission rate,
channel access probability and for the case of the SAP/CS scheme, carrier sensing
range, that satisfy the tolerable delay of the safety application. For dense traffic we
also study the optimal parameter setting to mitigate the effect of subsequent up-
stream collisions within a chain. Such secondary collisions do not usually occur in
sparse traffic. Moreover, although for dense traffic our focus is more on a collision
avoidance application, our general analytic approach allows addressing other (safety)
applications in which the delay of communications is a critical factor. To this end in
section 3.5 we propose a generic Min-Max methodology which simultaneously aims to
best fulfil the delay requirements of all safety applications. The results of this section
regarding dense and sparse traffic can be found in [50, 51] and [55] respectively.
3.2 Contributions
Our main contributions in this chapter are as follows:
1. We introduce the notion of Safety Index that measures the occurrence proba-
bility of a primary collision. Then for both the SSP and SAP schemes we find
closed-form expressions for the channel access probability when a target Safety
Index is to be attained. Our analysis reveals that the optimal transmission
rate is only dependent on the path-loss exponent of the environment,
hence eliminating the need for its adaptation to the varying traffic conditions.
Furthermore, we found that the latter result holds for all three MAC schemes
and traffic conditions. This result, which we validated through NS-2 simula-
tions, is in accordance with a similar conclusion made from simulations in [77],
though the dependence on the path-loss exponent is not mentioned there.
2. We analytically study the SAP/CS scheme. In general the spatial and temporal
dependence of transmissions in carrier sensing schemes makes them hard to
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study analytically. Yet by making some simplifying assumptions, we are able to
derive a closed form expression for the packet success probability, which we use
to find the optimal channel access probability, transmission rate, and carrier
sensing range that suit our safety application needs. We further verify our
analytic results via NS-2 simulations. We believe that this result has standalone
significance in addressing the performance of a broadcast CSMA scheme (which
does not entail the RTS/CTS and ACK handshake) even outside the context of
a VANET.
3. To alleviate the effect of secondary upstream collisions in dense vehicular traffic,
we propose a choice of communications parameters with a goal of minimizing the
maximum expected collision probability for vehicles in a chain. Interestingly, we
find that such design depends only on the human factors (Perception-Reaction
time and deceleration behavior) and the characteristics of the highway (number
of lanes and path-loss exponent); hence again eliminating the need to adapt the
parameters to traffic conditions when such a goal is set.
4. Although our focus is initially on a collision avoidance application, other safety
application such as Lane Change Warning exist that could have different delay
and/or range requirements. To this end and since a driver could be in need of
the assistance of multiple safety applications at any given time, we also propose
a Min-Max strategy of deriving the optimal MAC parameters with the goal of
simultaneously best fulfilling the demands of a variety of such applications.
3.3 Related work
As previously mentioned, current efforts in this field are either focused on enhanc-
ing the communications metrics of a VANET, or abstractly account for the commu-
nications parameters to focus more on the safety aspects of the network. Here we
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first point to the main studies in each of the above two categories and then look at
some recent simulation-based and experimental studies that try to pull the two sides
together.
3.3.1 Ad hoc networking-based studies
There has been a plethora of studies considering the exchange of safety related
information between vehicles in the literature [19, 25, 39, 77, 79]. In [77] the authors
propose a series of repetition-based MAC protocols to deliver periodic beacon mes-
sages within their useful lifetime to within a specified range. For a scheme in which
nodes transmit with a given probability in each slot, they derive the Probability of
Reception Failure (PRF) at the border of the range of interest. However, they only
consider the strongest interferer in their derivation and neglect fading. They also
study (only through simulations) a similar scheme where nodes perform carrier sens-
ing prior to transmission. The authors do not however mention how their design suits
specific packet reception probability and delay requirements affiliated with different
safety demands of driving. With the mind-set of satisfying the requirements of a col-
lision avoidance application, in this paper we introduce and derive the delay-bounded
packet success probability. Our derivation accounts for the cumulative interference
from all simultaneously transmitting nodes and also considers fading. Moreover, we
analytically study the MAC scheme with carrier sensing. Furthermore, we show that
the right choice of the carrier sensing range (assumed fixed in [77]) has a considerable
effect on increasing the reception probability.
As opposed to [77] which is based on random transmission decisions at each slot,
[25] proposes predetermined transmission patterns for each node. Here, nodes are
allocated minimally correlated codewords that indicate the specific time slots assigned
to each as their transmission opportunities. Although the latter algorithm is shown
to perform better in case of lower traffic loads, the two more or less attain the same
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performance measures in saturated traffic load scenarios which is the case for periodic
safety messages. [79] also addresses the efficiency and reliability of one-hop broadcast
considering only the strongest interferer.
Although the above schemes have PRF as their main performance metric, the
Channel Busy Time (CBT) should also be controlled when disseminating periodic
beacon messages in order to leave enough room for the timely delivery of event-driven
emergency messages (which need to be propagated after an accident happens). [72]
proposes a distributed transmit power control algorithm to avoid saturated channel
conditions and ensure the best use of the channel for safety-related purposes. Along
the same lines, [67] proposes Adaptive Traffic Beacon (ATB) to ensure an uncon-
gested channel for the delay-sensitive transmission of emergency messages. There the
beacon interval is dynamically adapted to the channel quality and message priority.
[71] adapts a position-based message forwarding strategy to disseminate time-critical
safety information when the beaconing load is controlled by [72]. [75] shows that
the bipolar traffic behavior which could lead into disconnected VANETs, mandates
new routing schemes for the dissemination of non-periodic messages. They also re-
port a multi-hop broadcast protocol called DV-CAST that copes with such diverse
traffic regimes in VANETs [70]. Again our study differs from the above in that we
analytically design the dissemination of periodic beacon packets in order to prevent
collisions.
3.3.2 Traffic-based studies
In [28] a stochastic model is developed to derive the average number of collisions
(when the leading vehicle stops instantly) in a chain of vehicles that are equipped
with a collision warning system. The operation of the communications system is
abstracted by a message delay variable whose distribution is assumed given for any
specific MAC scheme. Moreover, it is assumed that all vehicles in the chain receive the
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warning message at the same time. In the current paper we account for the dynamics
of the suddenly decelerating vehicle and drop the strong assumption that it stops
instantly. We also analytically derive the delay of communications for the proposed
MAC schemes. We observed that assuming simultaneous delivery to different vehicles
within the chain is far from realistic and that the average delay grows exponentially
large as we move further upstream when deploying a slotted MAC scheme. We
show that this discrepancy between delivery times is itself one of the main causes of
secondary collisions in the chain. In [18] the authors compare the safety of automated
and manual highway systems with respect to rear-end collision frequency and severity.
Yet, they assume a fixed communications delay of 300, 150, and 120 milliseconds for
autonomous, low-cooperative, and high-cooperative vehicles, respectively.
3.3.3 Simulation-based and experimental studies
Despite the numerous analytic and simulation-based studies on the packet recep-
tion rates of periodic messages in VANETs, it is important to note that higher packet
reception rate does not necessarily translate into increased safety of driving [9]. Re-
cently some studies addressed the communications requirements needed for safety
applications. In [15], the authors present a class of packet forwarding protocols for
cooperative collision avoidance and study their effect on the frequency and severity
of accidents through simulations. [63] proposes a congestion control policy in which
each vehicle’s communication parameters are adapted based on their individual ap-
plication requirements. Bai et al. [11] utilize an experimental set-up to analyze the
link-level behavior of DSRC vehicle-to-vehicle communications in a wide variety of
traffic environments. They also characterize the application-level reliability of DSRC
for vehicle safety communications. Finally they provide a simple formula to relate the
link-level reliability to the application-level reliability. In [35], Haas et al. develop
a scalable simulation environment that simulates actual crashes and addresses the
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communications requirements for crash avoidance. [9] utilizes awareness in order to
make a connection between network performance (e.g. PRF) and safety application
performance (e.g. vehicle collision probability). However they extract the PRF values
from an empirical model and a simulation study. In [40] the authors demonstrate the
beneficial impacts of vehicular ad hoc networks on traffic safety via simulations. They
design an Accident Prevention Application (APA) which shall be used in the future
to assess the communication system’s effect on traffic safety.
To the best of our knowledge, [57] is the first to study the communications re-
quirements of a safety application through a simple analytic approach. There, the
minimum required transmission frequency to avoid rear-end collisions is obtained.
However this paper only considers packet losses due to path loss and shadowing, and
MAC layer losses i.e. losses due to interference from other nodes are assumed given
as a parameter of the model. Moreover, the feedback effect of transmission frequency
on MAC layer losses has not been accounted for.
In the remainder of this chapter we analytically study the appropriate parame-
ter choices of the three proposed MAC schemes for the goal of fulfilling the safety
requirements of the transportation system. To this end we study dense and sparse
vehicular traffic in two subsequent sections.
3.4 Dense traffic
In this section we study dense vehicular traffic conditions which is usually the
case during rush hours in highways and also urban areas. In section 3.4.1 by first
analyzing the vehicles’ equations of motion during a deceleration event, we find the
tolerable delay of a collision avoidance safety application. This delay corresponds to
the closest vehicle in chain with a blocked eyesight to the one decelerating and is shown
to depend on the traffic conditions (vehicle speed and spacings), vehicle characteristics
(deceleration rate), and the human factors (P-R time). We then analytically study the
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performance of the three MAC schemes for sending periodic safety messages and their
(safety) application-based parameter design in section 3.4.2. Numerical evaluation of
our analysis and its verification against NS-2 simulation are presented in 3.4.3. Finally
we study the optimal parameter setting to mitigate the effect of subsequent upstream
collisions within a chain in section 3.4.4.
3.4.1 Delay requirements of the safety application
Here we account for the vehicles’ dynamics during a sudden deceleration to find
the delay requirement of the safety application. We initially study traffic flow in the
non-free flow regime where safety of driving typically gains higher importance. It is
noted in [47, Ch. 2] that in this car-following regime all drivers tend to maintain
a constant spacing with their leader. Yet in reality, driver error gives rise to some
variation about the mean. As the small variation does not have a critical effect on
our results, we neglect it here to make analysis tractable. With this introduction
consider a homogenous traffic stream in local equilibrium (where a chain of vehicles
move with speed v and inter-vehicle spacing x), when at time t = 0 a vehicle (denoted
hereafter by vehicle V0) suddenly brakes with deceleration rate b. The vigilant driver
of the following vehicle V1 observes this phenomenon and applies the brake after going
through an initial P-R time of τpr(1) seconds. According to the available literature
on human factors, the log-normal distribution (which has a positive domain and rare
extreme values) is a good representation of P-R time [41]. For unexpected though
common events, such as the braking of a leading vehicle, the distribution has a mean
of 1.31 and standard deviation of 0.61 seconds2.
2More specifically, ”perception” is composed of presumably uncorrelated elements of latency,
eye movement, fixation, and recognition. Since it is doubtful that any driver would produce 95th
percentile values for each of the individual elements, it is noted that τmax = 2.5 seconds probably
represents an extreme upper limit for a driver’s P-R time.
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With no inter-vehicle communications, vehicle Vi (i > 1) starts decelerating after∑i
j=1 τpr(j) seconds. However if vehicles are able to communicate, a trailing vehicle
Vi applies the brakes only after τpr(i)+τc(i) seconds after the initial braking of vehicle
V0 where τc(i) is the incurred delay of communications to inform vehicle Vi. Hence
as it can react well before observing the brake lights of its immediate leader, the
probability of a collision is reduced. A similar assumption where vehicles react as
soon as they receive a warning message has been made in [28].
Our strategy to determine the delay requirement is dependent on the traffic con-
dition. We initially assume that the driver of vehicle V1 which has line-of-sight to its
leader vehicle V0 is vigilant and does not need the assistance of the safety application
in order to respond to a deceleration event. Figure 3.1 shows the possible collision
scenarios between the two vehicles. To account for the worst case in determining
whether an accident happens we consider τpr(1) = τmax. When a collision between
vehicles V0 and V1 is inevitable, the safety application should be designed to warn
the next vehicle in chain (vehicle V2). This is because vehicle V2 which is the closest
vehicle among others in the chain to the site of the accident and hence the most
endangered, is initially due to blocked line-of-sight, oblivious to the declaration event
until informed by the application.
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Figure 3.1. Collision scenarios between vehicles V0 and V1.
Here we address the tolerable delay to inform vehicle V2. Note that as the P-R
times of the vehicle are random, collisions (with vehicle V2 involved) occur in one of
the following two fashions. It is either that vehicles V0 and V1 collide first, with vehicle
V2 hitting the pile-up, or that vehicles V1 and V2 collide before hitting vehicle V0. Not
surprisingly, our simulations confirmed that over 80 percent of the accidents are of
the first category. Hence we base our design on this category of collisions. Using the
vehicles’ dynamic equations, we present in Table 3.1 the tolerable delay before which
vehicle V2 should be notified in order to prevent hitting the pile-up of vehicles V0 and
V1. Note that we let τpr(2) = τmax in Table 3.1. It can easily be verified that this
setting shall lead to an upper bound on the tolerable delay for other (smaller) values
of driver P-R time.
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Table 3.1. Maximum tolerable delay to inform vehicle V2.
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On the other hand if Figure 3.1 predicts ”No collision” between the vehicles V0 and
V1, we can relax the initial assumption and consider the scenario where the driver
of vehicle V1 does not immediately observe the brake lights of vehicle V0 when it
decelerates (even though it has line-of-sight to it). This could happen for a number
of reasons such as low visibility in extreme weather conditions, distracted driver
attention, or defected brake lights. Hence vehicle V1 could use the assistance of
the safety application to get to know about the deceleration event. Here, equations
of motion of the two vehicles dictate that the maximum tolerable delay is τc(1) =
x
v
− τmax.
3.4.2 Analysis and design
We now analytically obtain the communications parameters that fulfil the delay
requirements of the collision avoidance application. To this end, we first analytically
study the performance of three schemes for the dissemination of periodic messages.
Note that the generation rate of periodic messages at each vehicle is equal to its GPS
update rate. The time interval between the generation of two subsequent packets
is a packet’s useful lifetime during which it is transmitted via one of the proposed
repetitive-based schemes.
3.4.2.1 Slotted Synchronous P-persistent (SSP)
The MAC scheme that we initially consider is a slotted scheme where at each time
slot a status packet is transmitted with a given probability p (we assume that slots are
synchronized among vehicles). This shall be referred to as the Slotted Synchronous P-
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persistent (SSP) scheme hereafter. The synchronization issue which hinders practical
deployment of such MAC schemes in conventional ad hoc networks is not as much of
a problem in vehicular networks due to the presence of on-board GPS devices. Later
we shall study the performance of asynchronous transmitters and also the case where
nodes perform carrier sensing prior to transmission at each time slot.
As before, nodes are placed on a line with a spacing of x meters. At each time
slot, a node transmits with probability p and is a potential receiver with probability
1− p, independent of all others (See Figure 3.2).
x
mxr = ixr i =
A B
Figure 3.2. Schematic used to derive the SSP scheme success probability (see proof
of Theorem 13). In this realization the active interferers are dashed horizontally and
the silent ones are dashed vertically.
We consider the network to be interference limited. This means that nodes can
increase their transmit power to overcome the power of noise. This is a realistic
assumption for VANETs as vehicles are not usually faced with power constraints. As
we are considering the Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR), we can assume that all nodes
transmit with the same (unit) power as only relative received powers matter. Signal
propagation characteristics are formalized by path loss and Rayleigh fading. Hence
the received power at distance r is hr−α, where α > 1 is the path loss exponent and
h is the fading coefficient. All fading coefficients are independently and identically
distributed across space and time. We also consider a fixed coding scheme that
requires the SIR to be larger than some threshold β to have successful transmission
at a given bit-rate R. Given that a node transmits and the intended receiver distance
r away listens, the outage probability is:
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Ps = P(
S
I
> β) = P(
hr−α∑
i∈Φ
bihir
−α
i
> β) (3.1)
Where Φ is the set of possible interferers, bi is a bernoulli random variable with
parameter p denoting whether the ith interferer transmits or not, and hi and ri are
the fading coefficient and distance from the ith interferer to the receiver.
Theorem 13. For homogenous traffic in a single-lane highway, the success probabil-
ity of a source’s transmission using the SSP scheme at a destination m hops away
(distance r = mx away) satisfies:
Ps /
1 + β
1 + (1− p)β e
−pγm (3.2)
Where γm ≈ mpi
√
β − 1 for α = 2, and γm ≈ mpiβ
1
4√
2
− 1 for α = 4, with both
approximations being tight for β > 1.
Two points are worth mentioning here. First note that the success probability
is independent of the actual value of the inter-vehicle spacings x. However as we
shall see, x is an important factor in determining the delay requirement and hence
the allowable number of transmission attempts. Secondly (3.2) shows that success
probability decreases exponentially for distant vehicles as we move further away from
the source. For the rest of this section we consider α = 2 noting that the analysis for
α = 4 is similar.
Corollary 1. For an N-lane highway:
Ps ≈ 1 + β
1 + (1− p)β e
−Npγm (3.3)
The result follows by neglecting the distance between lanes. Note that we no longer
have a tight upper bound on the success probability, but rather an approximation.
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This is because accounting for the physical distance between lanes would have resulted
in a lower interference power and hence a higher success probability. For the remainder
of this section we consider a single lane highway which we shall later generalize to
account for N -lane highways.
We can now proceed to find the optimal parameters of the SSP scheme that
satisfy the delay requirement derived in section 3.4.1. Let R be the transmission rate
during each slot and l be the packet length. The allowable number of transmission
opportunities within the tolerable delay period is:
D = bτc(2)R
l
c (3.4)
Where again τc(2) is determined by Table 3.1. The safety criterion of the collision
avoidance application is to achieve a target success probability of 1−  in delivering a
packet to vehicle V2 within the period of the D time slots. Let P
D
s denote the success
probability at V2 after D transmission opportunities. We have:
PDs = 1− (1− p(1− p)Ps)D (3.5)
/ 1− (1− p(1− p) 1 + β
1 + (1− p)β e
−pγ2)D (3.6)
Where (3.6) results by replacing (3.2) in (3.5) for m = 2. We shall refer to PDs as
the Safety Index (SI) hereafter. Equation (3.6) demonstrates the dependence of PDs
on p and β. Note that in (3.6), γ2 and D are both a function of β. Table 3.2 shows
the corresponding transmission rate R for each value of β as suggested by the IEEE
802.11p standard.
The design goal is to select the channel access probability p, and the transmission
rate R such that PDs = 1 −  is guaranteed for vehicle V2. In case such success
probability is not achievable, we need to adjust the parameters such that the lowest
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Table 3.2. IEEE 802.11p data rates and corresponding SIR decoding thresholds
R (Mbps) 3 4.5 6 9 12 18 24
β (db) 5 6 8 11 15 20 25
possible  is achieved. In both cases 1− ′ denotes the achievable success probability
where essentially ′ ≥ .
Note that there is always an optimal value of the channel access probability p
that maximizes the success probability in a given time slot. A large p typically causes
excessive multi-user interference and reduces the success probability. On the other
hand too small of a value for p although reduces the interference, but again leads to
reduced success probability as the probability of the desired transmission taking place
is low itself. Any increase in the SIR threshold value β also has a double-fold effect on
the success probability. A large value for β translates into a higher transmission rate
R which means lower packet transmission time and hence a larger D. This tends to
improve the Safety Index since it allows for more transmission opportunities within
the tolerable delay period. At the same time, larger β means less interference is
tolerable which results in a reduction of the Safety Index. This way, the existence of
an optimal value for β is also predictable.
Numerical study of (3.6) reveals that the optimal data rate is only a function of the
path loss exponent α. That is, for α = 2, the optimal data rate is R∗ = 9 Mbps and for
α = 4, R∗ = 18 Mbps. This fact was also confirmed through our NS-2 simulations.
As evident, the optimum transmission rate increases with the path loss exponent.
The intuition behind this fact is as follows. As discussed above, the existence of an
optimal transmission rate is due to the tradeoff between tolerable delay for successful
packet delivery and the decoding threshold. At lower path loss exponents the signal
of the interferers decays less rapidly and hence the negative effect of the latter starts
dominating the positive effect of the former at lower rates. However as α increases
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the interference signal becomes more ”local” and a typical receiver can still decode
at a higher SIR threshold, and hence the optimal rate is higher. For β(1 − p)  1,
(3.6) reduces to:
PDs = 1− (1− p
1 + β
β
e−pγ2)D. (3.7)
To guarantee a target Safety Index, we set PDs
∗
= 1−  where PDs ∗ is as in (3.7) with
β∗ which corresponds to the optimal rate R∗ (see Table 3.2). Solving this we have:
p∗ =
−1
γ2
W0( βγ2
β + 1
(
1
D − 1)) (3.8)
Where W0(.) is the zeroth branch of the Lambert W function. This function is real-
valued when its argument is larger than −1
e
, hence PDs
∗
= 1 −  is achievable only
when:
 > (1− 1 + β
βeγ2
)D (3.9)
Note that PDs
∗
= 1 −  has another solutions for p over the range [−1
e
, 0] which is
expressible in terms of the first branch of the Lambert W function. However, this
latter value for p∗, which is the larger of the two, leads to a smaller success probability
for vehicles that are further away from the source than vehicle V2. Hence we use (3.8)
hereafter which leads to a better reception probability at the upstream vehicles. As
we shall later see this is important in reducing the severity of secondary accidents in
a chain.
In case (3.9) is not satisfied, 1 − ′ = 1 − (1 − 1+β
βeγ2
)D is the highest achievable
PDs . The access probability that achieves this, results from differentiating (3.7) with
respect to p:
p∗ =
1
γ2
(3.10)
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For an N -lane highway, the delay-bounded packet success probability (3.7), general-
izes to PDs = 1− (1− p1+ββ e−pNγ)D. Hence (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10) result similarly for
the N -lane case by replacing γ2 by Nγ2.
3.4.2.2 Slotted Asynchronous P-persistent (SAP)
We now consider a scheme in which nodes again transmit with probability p at
each time slot, though the slots at different nodes are not necessarily synchronized.
We shall refer to this scheme as the Slotted Asynchronous P-persistent (SAP) scheme.
Here a node could potentially interfere with an ongoing transmission of another node
over at most two consecutive time slots. Hence we can assume an equivalent trans-
mission probability of p′ = p+ p− p2 ' 2p for the interferers. The approximation is
specially tight for small p values. This way, we can obtain (similar to the argument
for the synchronous case):
PDs / 1− (1− p(1− p′)
1 + β
1 + (1− p′)β e
−p′γ2)D (3.11)
For β(1− p′) 1, PDs = 1− (1− p1+ββ e−p
′γ2)D. Through similar procedures we can
see that (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10) all hold in the asynchronous case by replacing γ2 by
2γ2. Moreover the optimal rate is still R
∗ = 9 Mbps for α = 2 and R∗ = 18 Mbps for
α = 4 as for the synchronous case.
3.4.2.3 Slotted Asynchronous P-persistent with Carrier Sensing (SAP/CS)
Up until now we have assumed that each node in the network transmits indepen-
dent of all others with a given probability during each slot. However, as a possible
improvement, here we study a scheme where each node senses the channel at the
beginning of each slot and transmits with probability p only when finds it idle. We
shall refer to this scheme as the Slotted Asynchronous P-persistent with Carrier Sens-
ing (SAP/CS) scheme. Here the carrier sensing threshold is introduced as another
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parameter to be optimized alongside the channel access probability and transmission
rate. Too large of a sensing distance inhibits spatial reuse whereas too small of a
value causes excessive interference. Our goal here is to find the success probability
(Ps) of a typical transmission from node A to node B using the SAP/CS scheme (see
Figure 3.3) which we shall use to address the Safety Index of this scheme.
CS
T
A B
Hidden nodes
Exposed
node
I
T
m
Figure 3.3. Schematic used to find the SAP/CS scheme success probability. Node
A transmits only when no other inside its TCS hop distance transmits. Interferers not
more than TI hops away from node B can individually cause outage at B. Distances
shown in the number of hops.
Here we can no longer use the steps used in the proof of Theorem 13 as transmis-
sions are no longer spatially independent. Hence to make analysis feasible, we make
some simplifying assumptions that we shall point to in the process of our derivation.
To start, using the chain rule we have:
Ps = PaPs|a (3.12)
Were Pa denotes the probability that node A accesses the channel i.e. finds it idle
and transmits, and Ps|a is the success probability at node B given that node A has
accessed the channel. We first find Pa. Note that carrier sensing involves nodes
monitoring the received power to determine when the channel is idle. The channel is
declared idle if the received power is below PCS Watts. Instead and to make analysis
feasible, here we define and address the carrier sensing hop distance, TCS : a node
can transmit when no other is transmitting within TCS hops of its vicinity. Later
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in this section we shall study the relation between the two metrics. Since node A
can transmit only when no other is transmitting within its TCS hop neighborhood we
have:
Pa ≈ p(1− p)2TCS (3.13)
Where the approximation is because transmission probabilities of nodes within node
A’s neighborhood are not spatially independent (yet the approximation renders a
good enough result for p  1 which is the case for typical  values). We now find
Ps|a, the success probability at B knowing that a transmission has taken place by A.
We consider the nodes that can individually cause outage at B (assumption 1)3. That
is, we seek to find the radius in hops of a disk centered at B such that any active
node inside it would by itself cause outage at B. Due to the presence of fading we call
this radius the effective interference hop distance, TI . According to the SIR-based
reception model, to have successful reception at B we must have hr
−α
h1r
−α
1
> β where h
and h1 are the respective fading terms, and r, r1 the respective distances of node A
and the sole interferer that can cause outage at node B. Based on this we have:
TI = bmβ 1αE[h 1α ]E[h−
1
α
1 ]c = bmβ
1
αΓ(1− 1
α
)Γ(1 +
1
α
)c = bmβ 1α pi
α
csc(
pi
α
)c (3.14)
Note that in the absence of fading, we simply have TI = bmβ 1α c. Based on (3.14)
for both α = 2 and α = 4, the effective interference hop distance is larger than when
there is no fading. Now when A transmits, only the hidden nodes whose activities are
not sensed by node A, can cause outage at node B (see Figure 3.3). Assume there
are t hidden nodes and let Ei denote the event that the i
th hidden node 1 ≤ i ≤ t
does not transmit. Then:
3A similar assumption has been made in [74] which results in a tight lower bound on outage at
B.
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Ps|a = P(
t⋂
i=1
Ei) = 1− P(
t⋃
i=1
Eci ) = 1−
t∑
i=1
P(Eci ) (3.15)
The last equality is true when Eci∩Ecj = Ø. As we shall later see, for practical values of
TCS, this condition holds true since the MAC scheme prohibits the hidden nodes from
simultaneous transmissions. We make another assumption here that the strongest
signal sensed by the hidden nodes is that of the transmitting node A (assumption 2).
Hence given that node A has accessed the channel, the hidden nodes each transmit
independently with probability p (since they are hidden to node A and cannot sense
its transmission). Based on the above discussion when generalized to the N -lane case,
we can conclude using (3.12), (3.13), and (3.15) that:
Ps ≈


p(1− p)2NTCS(1−N [m+ TI − TCS]p′) max(TI −m, dm+TI2 e) ≤ TCS < m+ TI
p(1− p)2NTCS TCS ≥ m+ TI
(3.16)
Numerical evaluation of (3.16) suggests the optimal carrier sensing hop distance
of T ∗CS ≈ m+ TI . Hence for clarity we have presented the result for TCS ≥ max(TI −
m, dm+TI
2
e) in (3.16). In the first region we have t = m+TI−TCS. Here TCS ≥ TI−m
represents the case where there are no hidden nodes to the left of node A and TCS ≥
m+TI
2
is to make sure that the maximum distance between the hidden nodes is less than
TCS such that they can not be active together and hence the intersection terms are all
zero and (3.15) holds. Finally, note that the hidden nodes can cause outage at node B
over at most two consecutive time slots, hence the use of the equivalent transmission
probability, p′ = 2p− p2. Now, assuming independent transmissions across time slots
(assumption 3), the Safety Index can now be computed as PDs = 1− (1− Ps)D. Our
results confirm that for this MAC scheme, the optimal data rate is still R∗ = 9 Mbps
when α = 2 and R∗ = 18 Mbps when α = 4.
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As for the relation between the two metrics for channel sensing, we have PCS =
(xTCS)
−α in the absence of fading. Note that we have accounted for only the closest
interferer, and neglected the case where the cumulative interference from many inter-
ferers, that are all more than TCS hops away, adds up to PCS watts (assumption 4).
Furthermore when Rayleigh fading is present, it can be shown that the effective PCS
is emitted from a node that is Γ(1 + 1
α
) times closer to the transmitting node than
that predicted by TCS.
Figure 3.4 numerically depicts the variation of the Safety Index with channel access
probability and carrier sensing hop distance using the SAP/CS scheme. As discussed
before, the optimal rate is fixed for a given path loss exponent. To validate our
analytic result, we performed simulations using NS-2 version 2.34 [3]. This version has
the added capability of accounting for the capture effect and cumulative interference
in calculating the SIR. We exploit the capture capability to have a fair comparison
with our analytical result. The already implemented MAC scheme is the standard
802.11 CSMA/CA which we modified into a slotted version that performs carrier
sensing at the beginning of each slot without performing back-offs. We also used the
suggested 802.11p parameters in our simulations (see Table 3.3).
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Table 3.3. Simulation parameters
Channel frequency 5.9 G.Hz
Bandwidth 10 M.Hz
Header duration 40 µs
Symbol duration 8 µs
Noise floor −99 dBm
Antenna gain 1
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Figure 3.4. Numerical evaluation of PDs = 1 − (1 − Ps)D for the SAP/CS scheme
where Ps is given by (3.16). Here P
D
s is shown as a function of p and TCS, for the
optimal rate of R∗ = 9 Mbps when α = 2. Also in this scenario τc = 0.03 seconds
and l = 200 Bytes.
Figure 3.5 shows the simulation results for a single lane highway in which the
path loss exponent is α = 2. As evident from the figure, the analytic result gives the
precise carrier sensing range. We also observed that it correctly renders the optimal
transmission rate. However, the channel access probability proposed by analysis is
smaller than the optimal value, though our simulations revealed that using the access
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probability proposed by analysis, results in a success probability which is always
within 5% of that achieved using the optimal access probability from simulations.
Intuitively, the reason why the success probability is not too sensitive to the channel
access probability in the SAP/CS scheme lies in making ”intelligent” transmissions
(and not just random ones as in the SAP or SSP schemes) by performing carrier
sensing prior to each transmission.
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Figure 3.5. Demonstrating the optimal carrier sensing hop distance of the SAP/CS
scheme. Here again PDs = 1 − (1 − Ps)D where Ps is given by (3.16). Both analytic
and simulation results are for optimal channel access probability and transmission
rate. Here τc = 0.03 seconds and l = 200 Bytes.
3.4.3 Numerical and simulation evaluation of design
We now numerically investigate our analytic design for the collision avoidance
application and verify it against simulation results. We shall study the performance
of all three proposed MAC schemes in a highway consisting of N lanes. We initially
fix the equilibrium traffic speed at v = 20m
s
and vary the inter-vehicle spacing. We
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initially assume that the emergency deceleration rate is b = −6m
s2
for all vehicles. We
shall later consider a more general case where vehicles brake with different decelera-
tion rates in the next section. We consider a 4-lane and 8-lane highway with nodes
transmitting according to the SSP scheme. We also study a 4-lane highway where
nodes deploy the SAP and SAP/CS schemes.
First consider the range of inter-vehicle spacings where Figure 3.1 predicts a col-
lision between vehicles V0 and V1 following a deceleration by the former. The corre-
sponding tolerable delay to inform V2 is calculated through Table 3.1 after the kind
of collision between vehicles V0 and V1 has been determined from Figure 3.1. Figure
3.6 shows the achievable Safety Index (1− ′) at V2 for this range of spacings and for
a target  = 10−2.
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Figure 3.6. PDs (= 1 − ′) at vehicle V2 for different number of lanes and different
transmission schemes. Here  = 10−2.
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Note that for inter-vehicle spacings below 25.3 meters we have τc(2) ≤ 0 and hence
PDs = 0 in Figure 3.6. This means that vehicle V2 shall collide with the pile-up no
matter what communications parameters we choose. Though to reduce the severity
of the accident, we find the optimal p that achieves maximum Safety Index at vehicle
V2. Based on prior discussions, for the SSP scheme this is p
∗ = 1/(Nγ2) where
γ2 = 2pi
√
β∗ − 1. For larger inter-vehicle spacings where τc(2) > 0 which happens for
x > 25.3 meters, p∗ for the SSP scheme is set according to (3.8) when (3.9) is satisfied
and according to (3.10) otherwise, where in all cases γ2 is replaced by Nγ2. Note that
when the latter case happens the target  is not achievable (which is the case for the
range of spacings shown in Figure 3.6). We also performed NS-2 simulations which as
evident from the figure, validates our analytic result for the SSP scheme. Simulation
results also confirm our previous analytic finding that a network whose nodes transmit
asynchronously, performs similar to a network which has double the amount of lanes
but deploys synchronous transmitters (compare 8-lane SSP and 4-lane SAP). We can
also see that the SAP/CS scheme performs as well as the SSP scheme. The question
of which one of the two schemes to use is really a question of which of the two factors
of synchronization (for the SSP scheme) or adding the extra functionality of carrier
sensing (for the SAP/CS scheme) is a greater burden to the network designer.
Now consider the range of inter-vehicle spacings in which Figure 3.1 predicts ”No
collision” between vehicles V0 and V1. This happens for x > vτmax = 50 meters which
is not in the range covered by Figure 3.6. In this case we can relax the vigilance
condition and consider a distracted driver for vehicle V1. We attain this by addressing
PDs at vehicle V1 instead of V2. Remember that for this case τc(1) =
x
v
− τmax. Again
for the SSP scheme p∗ is set according to (3.8) when (3.9) is satisfied and according
to (3.10) otherwise, where in both cases Nγ1 = N(pi
√
β∗ − 1) replaces γ2. Note that
in this range of inter-vehicle spacings, and as we have considered homogenous traffic
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and worst case P-R time, if vehicle V1 can avoid the accident, so can other vehicles
in the chain.
3.4.4 Design implications for chain collisions
In the previous section we studied the design of the collision avoidance applica-
tion to address the primary collision; that is to achieve a target success probability
of  at vehicle V2 (or vehicle V1 based on the traffic conditions) upon vehicle V0’s
sudden deceleration. In this section we study the effect of such parameter design on
secondary collisions of subsequent vehicles in the chain. Note that with enabled com-
munications between vehicles, an upstream vehicle can start slowing down as soon as
it gets informed about the deceleration, irrespective of the state of its leader. In this
sense, communications delay is the main factor that influences the collision probabil-
ity and severity of upstream vehicles. We shall see that with the goal of minimizing
the maximum expected collision probability in a chain of vehicles, one might have
to compromise on the achievable  for the primary collision. Equivalently, increased
safety in terms of primary collisions comes at the expense of reduced safety for up-
stream vehicles in danger of secondary collisions. However as we shall see substitute
solutions such as lane change maneuvers or cooperative braking can be undertaken
to compensate for the increased probability of such secondary collisions.
Note that for periodic safety messages, multi-hop routing of packets is not relevant.
Here, a vehicle which is too far to directly receive a message from the fast braking
vehicle V0, typically gets informed about the event via one of the closer vehicles’
transmissions after the latter has reacted to the event. Moreover from the time it
is informed, it takes vehicle Vi, τpr(i) seconds to start decelerating, after which the
deceleration information shall reflect in its status messages and hence help inform
further upstream vehicles of the event. To study the occurrence and severity of
collisions in a chain, we need to find the average time it takes to inform an upstream
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vehicle. Let p be the chosen channel access probability of the SSP scheme. Due to
prior discussion in section 3.4.2, successful reception at vehicle Vi has a distribution
of a geometric random variable with parameter 1+β
β
pe−Npγi for an N -lane highway
where γi = pii
√
β − 1. Hence it takes on average µ(i) = βeNpγi
p(1+β)
slots for vehicle Vi to
receive vehicle V0’s packets. The discrepancy between reception times at subsequent
vehicles is the main cause behind secondary collisions. Furthermore, since it takes
exponentially longer to receive a packet as we move further away from vehicle V0, one
might expect to see such vehicles being more involved in collisions. However, notice
that vehicle Vi not only receives from vehicle V0, but also from other vehicles that
have already received the message and reacted to the sudden deceleration. With this
in mind the average delay of reception at vehicle Vi is:
Delay(i) = min( min
j∈{1,··· ,i−2}
µ(j) + τpr(j) + µ(i− j), µ(i), µ(i− 1) + τpr(i− 1)), i > 2
(3.17)
Where µ(1) = Delay(1) = 0 since there is no need for communications between
two adjacent vehicles that have direct line-of-sight. In deriving (3.17) we have consid-
ered the fact that vehicle Vi either first receives the deceleration information directly
from vehicle V0, or via one of the leading vehicles that have already reacted to the
event, or through its immediate leader after it has reacted to the event.
We run Monte Carlo simulations to study vehicle collisions within the chain. We
consider P-R times of different vehicles being independently drawn from a log-normal
distribution as in section 3.4.1 [41]. Moreover we assume that each vehicle decel-
erates as soon as it is informed with a rate chosen uniformly at random from the
interval [−4 − 8]m
s2
[28]. Figure 3.7 demonstrates the benefit of using inter-vehicle
communications in reducing vehicle collision probabilities in a chain of 20 vehicles.
For the case with vehicular communications, MAC parameters are chosen so as to
attain maximum possible Safety Index at vehicle V2 i.e. for  < (1− 1+βNβeγ2 )D.
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Figure 3.7. Effect of inter-vehicular communications in reducing the expected colli-
sion probability of vehicles.
Having primarily shown to what extent can inter-vehicular communications can
actually reduce collisions in a chain, we now move on to study how the choice of a
target  value can draw a tradeoff in reducing the occurrence probability (and severity)
of the primary collision and secondary ones within a chain. Figure 3.8 demonstrates
the individual vehicle collision probabilities in a chain of 20 vehicles. As can be seen
from the figure, for large  ( = 10−0.1), probability of collision at vehicle V2 is large
(about one third), and the highest amongst all other vehicles in the chain. Decreasing
 to a moderate value of 10−1.5 = 0.0316, reduces the maximum collision probability
of a vehicle in chain (which still corresponds to V2) by about 82%. For any further
reduction of  beyond this threshold value, the maximum collision probability shall
start rising but no longer correspond to V2. That is, for  = 10
−3 this probability
is about 0.1 and corresponds to V8. Notice the tradeoff here: guaranteeing a better
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packet reception probability at V2 comes at the expense of increased expected collision
probability at the upstream vehicle V8.
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Figure 3.8. Expected collision probability in a chain of 20 vehicles using the SSP
transmission scheme. Notice the ”ripples” in collision probability especially observ-
able for  = 10−3. The reason behind this effect is that the P-R time of vehicles before
vehicle V8 is comparable to the incurred reception delay of V8 from V0. Hence such
vehicles cannot help by notifying V8 of the event. For vehicles beyond V8, however,
such intermediate vehicles can help reduce the reception delay since they have had
enough time to react themselves and notify other vehicles.
Figure 3.9, better demonstrates the above observation over a range of  values for
two different inter-vehicle spacings in a 4-lane and 8-lane highway. Here, to get an un-
derstanding of the severity of the accidents, the y-axis shows the maximum expected
relative speed at the time of impact (instead of the expected collision probability
shown in Figure 3.8). The numbers on the markers show the vehicle number which is
involved in the maximum severity collision. Looking at Figure 3.9(a), for  = 10−1.5
the maximum accident severity is minimal and corresponds to vehicle V2. Slightly
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decreasing  shall increase the maximum collision severity which now corresponds
to the last vehicle in chain (vehicle V20). Hereafter, the maximum collision severity
shall constantly increase, and the vehicle which suffers it be closer to vehicle V0, as
we further decrease  (for  = 10−3 the maximum severity collision shall correspond
to vehicle V8). For smaller  values i.e.  < (1 − 1+βNβeγ2 )D, the maximum collision
probability of a chain of vehicles remains fixed at a specific upstream vehicle (vehicle
V8 for the 4-lane and vehicle V7 for the 8-lane highway). Note that the position of this
vehicle in chain does not depend on the inter-vehicle spacing and is closer to vehicle
V0 when the number of lanes increases. This should not come as a surprise since we
showed at the beginning of this section that the average delay to inform a vehicle
does not depend on the inter-vehicle spacing x (but rather on its hop count to the
source) and also increases exponentially with the number of lanes N . Furthermore,
note again the tradeoff here where the higher Safety Index for vehicle V2 (smaller )
comes at the expense of increased expected collision severity for an upstream vehicle.
This could be a design option especially in scenarios where upstream vehicles have
other means of avoiding the accident (e.g. using cooperative braking4, maneuvering
to adjacent lanes, etc). However our goal here is to minimize the maximum expected
collision probability (or equivalently severity) in a chain when vehicles decelerate as
soon as are informed about the event.
4Up until now we have assumed that all vehicles react immediately after being informed about
V0’s deceleration. This by itself could cause secondary collisions due to the discrepancy of reception
times at adjacent upstream vehicles. As an example of cooperative braking, V3 can hold off its
deceleration to the extent possible such that the time difference between its deceleration with that
of V4 is smaller (which means it could tolerate larger reception delays as a result of smaller  at V2).
This would reduce the collision probabilities between adjacent upstream vehicles. Actual deployment
of such scheme demands cooperation between vehicles whose details are left for future research.
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Figure 3.9. Maximum expected relative speed at the time of collision in a chain of
20 vehicles using the SSP transmission scheme.
Figure 3.10 demonstrates the individual vehicle collision probabilities for a single
lane, 2-lane, 4-lane, and 8-lane highway when  < (1 − 1+β
Nβeγ2
)D. We can observe
from the figure that for such  values, the maximum collision probability in the chain
corresponds to the 10th, 9th, 8th, and 7th upstream vehicle for the single lane, 2-lane,
4-lane, and 8-lane highway, respectively. Based on this, in order to minimize the
maximum expected collision probability of vehicles in a chain, Safety Index should
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be maximized at the vehicle which suffers the highest collision probability. Based on
this we propose the following:
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Figure 3.10. Expected collision probability of vehicles in a chain of 20 vehicles for
 < (1 − 1+β
Nβeγ2
)D using the SSP transmission scheme. For the 3-lane and 5-lane
highway (not shown), V8; and for the 6-lane and 7-lane highway (not shown), V7
suffers the highest collision probability.
Proposition 1. The optimal channel access probability of the SSP scheme that mini-
mizes the maximum expected collision probability (or severity) in a chain is popt =
1
γopt
where γopt is determined according to Table 3.4. Here as discussed before β1 = 11 db
and β2 = 20 db.
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Table 3.4. γopt
α = 2 α = 4
1-Lane 10pi
√
β1 − 1 11√2piβ
1
4
2 − 1
2-Lane 2(9pi
√
β1 − 1) 2( 10√2piβ
1
4
2 − 1)
4-Lane 4(8pi
√
β1 − 1) 4( 9√2piβ
1
4
2 − 1)
8-Lane 8(7pi
√
β1 − 1) 8( 8√2piβ
1
4
2 − 1)
Note that Table 3.4 also addresses the case for α = 4 where the vehicles with the
maximum collision probability are the 11th, 10th, 9th, and 8th vehicles, for the single
lane, 2-lane, 4-lane, and 8-lane highways respectively. The significance of the above
result is that the optimal channel access probability is only dependent on the human
factors (lognormal distribution of perception-reaction time and the deceleration be-
havior of drivers) and the highway characteristics (number of lanes, N , and path loss
exponent, α), and does not rely on the speed and the spacing of the vehicles. Hence
our design does not have to constantly adapt to the specific traffic conditions. The 
value attained at V2 by this parameter selection, is essentially the one which resulted
in the minimal maximum collision severity in Figure 3.9. Based on prior discussions,
for the SAP scheme all γopt values are multiplied by a factor of 2. As for the SAP/CS
scheme, the optimal carrier sensing range and channel access probabilities are deter-
mined from (3.16) so as to maximize the reception probability at the corresponding
vehicle mentioned above. We validated our proposition via extensive NS-2 simula-
tions. In all cases, such parameter selection led to the minimized maximum collision
probability in the chain. Figure 3.11 illustrates an example scenario. The analytical
result represents that obtained from (3.17) using the geometric distribution of success
probability for the SSP scheme. As evident from the figure, as before the SSP and
SAP/CS schemes perform equally well and close to what is proposed by analysis.
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Figure 3.11. Minimized maximum expected collision probability in a 4-lane highway.
For SSP -analysis, the optimal channel access probability and rate are obtained from
Proposition 1. The result then follows from (3.17) to obtain the expected collision
probabilities.
3.5 Sparse traffic
We now in this section extend our design methodology to account for sparse traffic
conditions. As noted before, communications between vehicles can significantly help
decrease collisions by warning a trailing vehicle of a traffic anomaly well in advance
of its driver observing the event. To this end, the Vehicle Safety Communications
(VSC) project was launched as a collaboration between North America’s seven leading
automotive manufacturers and the USDOT to foresee the potential benefits and com-
munications requirements of safety applications [6]. In their final report and based
on metrics such as estimated deployment time frame, effectiveness, and reliance on
market penetration and infrastructure, they identify the top eight safety applications
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with the highest potential benefits for collision avoidance (see Figure 3.12). As ev-
ident from the figure, for the majority of such applications (6 out of 8), a periodic
broadcast with a tolerable delivery delay of (τc =)0.1 seconds is sufficient. Among
those is the Cooperative Forward Collision Warning (CFCW) application which is
designed to aid the driver in avoiding or mitigating collisions with the rear-end of ve-
hicles in the forward path of travel through inter-vehicle communications. Appendix
D provides a full description of all such safety applications including those in Figure
3.12 and more.
In this section we analytically study the communications requirements for such
delay-constrained safety applications in sparse vehicular traffic. To this end, we an-
alyze the performance of the previously proposed MAC schemes, namely the SSP,
SAP, and SAP/CS schemes, proposed for the dissemination of periodic safety mes-
sages. Using stochastic geometry tools to simultaneously address multi-user interfer-
ence and propagation effects such as path loss and fading for a Poisson distributed
set of vehicles, we derive the optimal transmission rate, channel access probability,
and carrier sensing threshold that maximize the Safety Index of the transportation
system. Backed by NS-2 simulations, we find that the delay constraint τc imposed
by the application affects the optimal parameter choices. This phenomenon for ran-
dom networks does not occur for networks with regular topologies (such as in dense
vehicular traffic). Moreover, although for better understanding we base our analy-
sis on the CFCW application, our approach is nevertheless generalizable to all other
delay-constrained safety applications in sparse traffic conditions.
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 Comm. Type Trans. 
Mode 
Min. 
Freq 
(Hz) 
Latency 
(msec) 
Primary data to be transmitted and/or received Max. Req'd 
Comm 
Range (m) 
Traffic Signal 
Violation 
Warning 
Infrastructure-to- 
vehicle 
 
One-way 
 
Point-to- 
multipoint 
Periodic ~10 ~100 Traffic signal status 
Timing Directionality 
Position of the traffic 
signal 
Stopping location 
 
Weather 
condition 
(if available) 
 
Road surface type 
~250 
Curve Speed 
Warning 
Infrastructure-to- 
vehicle 
 
One-way 
 
Point-to- 
multipoint 
Periodic ~1 ~1000 Curve location 
 
Curve speed limits 
 
Curvature 
Bank 
 
Road surface 
condition 
~200 
Emergency 
Electronic 
Brake Lights 
Vehicle-to vehicle 
 
One-way 
 
Point-to- 
multipoint 
Event- 
driven 
~10 ~100 Position 
Heading 
Velocity 
Deceleration 
Bank 
 
Road surface 
condition 
~300 
Pre-Crash 
Sensing 
Vehicle-to-vehicle 
 
Two-way 
 
Point-to-point 
Event- 
driven 
~50 ~20 Vehicle type 
 
Position 
 
Velocity 
Acceleration 
 
Heading 
 
Yaw-rate 
~50 
Cooperative 
Forward 
Collision 
Warning 
Vehicle-to-vehicle 
 
One-way 
 
Point-to- 
multipoint 
Periodic ~10 ~100 Position 
 
Velocity 
 
Acceleration 
Heading 
 
Yaw-rate 
~150 
Left Turn 
Assistant 
Vehicle-to- 
infrastructure and 
infrastructure-to- 
vehicle 
 
One-way 
 
Point-to- 
multipoint 
Periodic ~10 ~100 Traffic signal status 
 
Timing 
Directionality; 
Road shape and 
intersection information; 
Vehicle position 
 
Velocity 
 
Heading 
~300 
Lane Change 
Warning 
Vehicle-to-vehicle 
 
One-way 
 
Point-to- 
multipoint 
Periodic ~10 ~100 Position 
 
Heading 
 
Velocity 
Acceleration 
 
Turn signal status 
~150 
Stop Sign 
Movement 
Assistance 
Vehicle-to- 
infrastructure and 
infrastructure-to- 
vehicle 
 
One-way 
 
Point-to- 
multipoint 
Periodic ~10 ~100 Vehicle position 
 
Velocity 
 
Heading; 
Warning 
 
Turn signal status 
~300 
 
Figure 3.12. Preliminary Application Communication Scenario Requirements
3.5.1 Communications system model
In [75] the authors have verified, using real vehicular traces, that the Poisson Point
Process (P.P.P.) best represents vehicle locations during sparse traffic. Hence we use
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a P.P.P. of density λn to represent the distribution of vehicles on the n
th lane of an
N lane highway. With independent Poisson traffic on each lane, and neglecting the
width of the highway with respect to the transmission range, the resulting process Φ
on the highway is also Poisson with density λ =
∑N
n=1 λn. Furthermore, the MAC
scheme determines the subset of nodes Φt that transmit during each time slot (when
Φt is Poisson, we shall denote its density by λt). We consider an interference-limited
network where nodes can increase their transmit power to overcome the power of
noise. This is a realistic assumption for VANETs as vehicles are not usually faced
with power constraints. As we are considering the Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR),
we can assume that all nodes transmit with the same (unit) power as only relative
received powers matter. Signal propagation characteristics are formalized by path
loss and Rayleigh fading. Hence the received power at distance r is hr−α, where
α > 1 is the path loss exponent and h is the fading coefficient. All fading coefficients
are independently and identically distributed across space and time. We also consider
a fixed coding scheme that requires the SIR to be larger than some threshold β to
have successful transmission at a given bit-rate R. For analysis purposes we condition
on Φ having a point at the origin (which shall be the ”typical receiver”). Slivnyak’s
theorem [68] states that that the law of Φ − {0} conditional on the fact that Φ has
a point at the origin is the same as the law of Φ i.e. has a P.P.P. distribution with
density λ. Also the performance at the typical receiver characterizes the node-average
of the whole network5. Given that the typical receiver is at a distance r0 from its
corresponding transmitter (called the ”typical transmitter”), the success probability
is:
Ps = P(
S
I
> β) = P(
h0r0
−α∑
j∈Φ0t
hjr
−α
j
≥ β) (3.18)
5Conditioning on Φ having a point at the origin requires the use of the Palm probability measure
P
0. Also the expectations taken with respect to P0 are denoted by E0.
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Where hj and rj are the fading coefficient and distance from the j
th interferer to the
typical receiver. Also Φ0t is the set of interferers i.e. the set of all transmitters except
the typical transmitter. The Laplace transform of the interference can then be used
to derive the success probability at the typical receiver:
Ps = P(h0 > βr
α
0 I) = E[e
−βrα0 I ] = LI(βrα0 ) (3.19)
3.5.2 Preliminary theorems
Here we state some theorems which we shall use throughout our analysis. Let
(−x1,+x2)-neighborhood of a point Q in R denote the interval [Q−x1, Q+x2] where
x1, x2 ∈ R≥0.
Q
[ ]
1
x
2
x
Figure 3.13. Finding the residual interference from Poisson distributed nodes out-
side the (−x1,+x2)-neighborhood of point Q.
Theorem 14. Consider a 1-dimensional P.P.P. of density λ, a subset of which trans-
mit with density λt. Conditioned on the absence of transmitters in the (−x1,+x2)-
neighborhood of an arbitrary idle node, the total residual interference, I¯+x2−x1 , at this
node satisfies:
L
I¯
+x2
−x1
(s) = exp{λt( sx2
s+ xα2
+
sx1
s+ xα1
− s 1αEh[h 1αγ(1− 1
α
, shx−α1 )]− s
1
αEh[h
1
αγ(1− 1
α
, shx−α2 )])}
(3.20)
where L(.) denotes the Laplace transform and γ(a, z) =
∫ z
0
ta−1e−tdt is the lower
incomplete gamma function.
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Figure 3.14. Finding the residual interference from Poisson distributed nodes out-
side the (−x1,−x2)-neighborhood of point Q.
Now let (−x1,−x2)-neighborhood of a point Q in R denote the interval [Q −
x1, Q− x2] where x1 ≤ x2 ∈ R≥0.
Theorem 15. Consider a 1-dimensional P.P.P. of density λ, a subset of which trans-
mit with density λt. Conditioned on the absence of transmitters in the (−x1,−x2)-
neighborhood of an arbitrary idle node, the total residual interference, I¯−x2−x1 , at this
node satisfies:
L
I¯
−x2
−x1
(s) = exp{λt( sx2
s+ xα2
− sx1
s+ xα1
+ s
1
αEh[h
1
αγ(1− 1
α
, shx−α1 )]− s
1
αEh[h
1
αγ(1− 1
α
, shx−α2 )]
− 2s 1αΓ(1 + 1
α
)Γ(1− 1
α
))} (3.21)
where L(.) denotes the Laplace transform and γ(a, z) =
∫ z
0
ta−1e−tdt is the lower
incomplete gamma function.
Corollary 2. For α = 2 Theorem 14 reduces to:
L
I¯
+x2
−x1
(s) = exp{−λt
√
s(arctan
√
s
x1
+ arctan
√
s
x2
)} (3.22)
Corollary 3. For α = 2 Theorem 15 reduces to:
L
I¯
−x2
−x1
(s) = exp{−λt
√
s(arctan
√
s
x1
− arctan
√
s
x2
+ pi)} (3.23)
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3.5.3 Analysis and design
Here again the notion of Safety Index (SI), which is the probability of success-
fully delivering a packet (within the tolerable delay period) to within the required
range, is central to our analysis. Figure 3.12 shows the delay and range requirements
of various safety applications. In the remaining of this section we place our focus
on one of the most important safety applications, namely the Cooperative Forward
Collision Warning (CFCW) application and address the optimal parameters of the
three previously proposed MAC schemes in fulfilling the requirements of this appli-
cation. Note that the CFCW application seeks to prevent rear-end collisions between
adjacent vehicles, hence in our analysis we initially study the nearest-neighbor SI in
a Poisson distributed field of vehicles. By comparing this result to the case where the
SI is measured at the given range of 150 meters as proposed by Figure 3.12 for the
CFCW application, we conclude that SI maximization at the nearest-neighbor is a
better strategy since it can be performed independent of the varying traffic density.
Moreover we observe that requirements of different applications affect the optimal
set of MAC parameters. Hence we later devise a Min-Max strategy with the goal
of satisfying the requirements of not only one, but simultaneously that of all safety
applications in Figure 3.12 to the extent possible. The benefit of such a strategy is
that the user does not need to adjust the communications systems parameters based
on the specific applications that he/she is using.
3.5.3.1 Slotted Synchronous P-persistent (SSP)
In this scheme slots at different nodes are synchronized and at each slot each
node independently transmits with probability p and rate R. Our goal is to find
the p and R values that maximize the reception probability at the adjacent trailing
vehicle within the tolerable τc seconds. Due to the thinning property of the P.P.P.
the set of transmitting nodes at each time slot, Φt, is itself poisson distributed with
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intensity λt = λp. Let the random variable C denote the distance between the
typical transmitter-receiver pair. Due to the P.P.P. assumption, C has exponential
distribution fC(c) = λe
−λc. In order to satisfy the delay requirement of the safety
system, a packet needs to be successfully delivered to a trailing vehicle within D slots
where:
D = bτcR
l
c (3.24)
Where τc is the tolerable delay and l the packet length in bits. Here we define the
Safety Index (SI) as the success probability in at least one of the D slots, that is
SI = 1− PDo where PDo is the outage probability in all D attempts. Further
SI = 1−
∫ ∞
0
PDo|cfC(c)dc (3.25)
Where PDo|c denotes P
D
o conditioned on the event {C = c}. We seek to find the optimal
channel access probability, p∗, and transmission rate, R∗, that result in the maximum
SI at the following vehicle. To find an exact expression for (3.25), note that:
PDo|c = (1− p)D +
D∑
k=1
(
D
k
)
pk(1− p)D−kP kf |c (3.26)
Where the first term is the probability that the typical transmitter does not transmit
in any of the D slots, and each term of the summation denotes the probability that
it transmits in k of the D slots, though none is successfully received at the receiver
(P kf |c is the probability that the destination fails in receiving all of the sender’s k
transmissions).
P kf |c =
k∑
l=0
(
k
l
)
pl(1− p)k−lP0(S
1
I1
< β, · · · , S
k−l
Ik−l
< β |c) (3.27)
Since the failures at the receiver could be due to itself transmitting or the SIR’s
being less than the threshold β. Here the superscripts for S and I are used to show
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signal and interference power in different time slots. We are left to find P(S
1
I1
<
β, · · · , Sk−l
Ik−l < β |c). Since Si = hi0c−α we have:
P
0(
h10c
−α
I1
< β, · · · , h
k−l
0 c
−α
Ik−l
< β |c)
À
= E0h,p,Φ[
k−l∏
m=1
(1− exp(−βcαIm))|c]
= E0h,p,Φ[
k−l∏
m=1
(1− exp(−βcα
∑
Xi∈Φ
1Xi∈Φ0t,mhi‖ Xi ‖
−α))|c]
= E0Φ[(1−
∏
Xi∈Φ
(1− p+ p
1 + βcα‖ Xi ‖−α
))k−l|c]
= E0Φ[(1− FΦ)k−l|c] =
k−l∑
m=0
(−1)m
(
k − l
m
)
EΦ[F
m
Φ |c]
Where Φ0t,m is the set of all transmitters except the typical (desired) transmitter in
time slot m, and FΦ =
∏
Xi∈Φ(1 − p + p1+βcα‖Xi‖−α ). Note that À results by taking
the expectation with respect to the fading of the desired link. Further the subscript
denotes expectation with respect to the random parameters of fading, location and
transmit probability of interferers. Moreover from the probability generating function
of the P.P.P. [68] we have:
EΦ[F
m
Φ |c] =
exp(−2Nλ
∫ ∞
0
1− (1− p+ p
1 + βcαx−α
)mdx
+ λ
∫ c
0
1− (1− p+ p
1 + βcαx−α
)mdx)
As can be seen, the exact result for SI does not have a closed form solution. Here
we find an upper bound for SI which as we shall see is quite tight. Since the event
{Si
Ii
< β} is an increasing event, we can use the FKG inequality [32] to conclude:
P
0(
S1
I1
< β, · · · , S
k−l
Ik−l
< β|c) ≥ (P0(S
1
I1
< β |c))k−l (3.28)
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Replacing this in (3.27) and the result in (3.26) we would obtain the following lower
bound after twice using the Binomial theorem.
PDo|c ≥ (1− p(1− p)P0(
S1
I1
> β |c))D
= (1− p(1− p)e−λpc
√
β(arctan
√
β+(N− 1
2
)pi))D (3.29)
Where the equality results from (3.19) and Corollary 2 by replacing r0 = c, and
x1 = c, x2 = 0 in the lane where the typical pair exists and x1 = x2 = 0 in the
remaining N − 1 lanes. (3.29) can now be substituted into (3.25) to derive the SI
which we use to obtain R∗ and p∗. The set of rates to choose from is a discrete
set proposed by the IEEE 802.11p standard (see Table 3.2). Numerical study of our
analytic result reveals that the SI -maximizing data rate is only a function of the path
loss exponent α. That is, for α = 2, the optimal data rate is R∗ = 9 Mbps and for
α = 4, R∗ = 18 Mbps. This was validated through NS-2 simulations. Figure 3.15
shows the SI at the trailing vehicle as a function of channel access probability in a
2-lane highway. As evident, the analytic result serves as a tight upper bound for our
simulations. Also shown in the figure are the results corresponding to an application
with a more stringent delay constraint than the CFCW (i.e. Pre-Crash Sensing with
a tolerable delay of 0.02s). It is clear that the tolerable delay is an important factor in
determining the achievable SI and p∗. Also, another important observation was that
the optimal parameters do not depend on λ, hence eliminating the need to constantly
adapt our design to the varying traffic conditions.
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Figure 3.15. Safety Index of the trailing vehicle as a function of channel access
probability for the SSP scheme and λ = 0.02 veh/m/lane. Here R∗ = 9 Mbps since
α = 2.
We now study the optimal settings that are needed to satisfy the CFCW require-
ments proposed in Figure 3.12 (that is, for a target range of r = 150 meters and
tolerable delay of τc = 0.1 seconds). Here the Safety Index (SI) denotes the success
probability in at least one of the D slots (D = b τcR
l
c) when the intended receiver is
at a distance r = 150 meters away. That is SI = 1 − PDo where PDo is the outage
probability in all D attempts. For analyzing this scenario, we need to slightly adjust
the assumptions on node distribution previously outlined in section 3.5.1. That is,
here we assume that Φt denotes the set of transmitters, and that corresponding to
each transmitter there exists a receiver distance r away (hence here the set of trans-
mitters and receivers do not belong to the same process). We then condition on there
being a receiver at the origin and carry out the same line of analysis as before. Note
that here the vehicle which is a distance r away is not necessarily the trailing vehicle.
Hence using (3.19) and Corollary 2 for x1 = x2 = 0 we can show that:
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PDo ≥ (1− pP0(
S1
I1
> β))D
= (1− pe−Nλppir
√
β)D (3.30)
Figure 3.16 shows the SI at distance r = 150 meters as a function of channel
access probability.
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Figure 3.16. Safety Index at r = 150 meters as a function of channel access prob-
ability for the SSP scheme and λ = 0.02 veh/m/lane. Here R∗ = 9 Mbps since
α = 2.
Comparing Figures 3.15 and 3.16 we can see that for the vehicular traffic density of
λ = 0.02 veh/m/lane, the same channel access probability is about optimal. However,
remember that for maximized safety at the trailing vehicle, the optimal channel access
probability is independent of the traffic density. But if we seek to maximize the SI
at a distance of r = 150 meters, then the optimal channel access probability would
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depend on the traffic density. Figure 3.17 shows the SI as a function of channel access
probability for three different vehicular traffic densities. As can be seen, the optimal
channel access probability increases (as does the SI) as the traffic density decreases.
In sum we can conclude that for the CFCW application, optimizing the SI at the
trailing vehicle is a better strategy since it is robust to traffic changes. Furthermore,
maximizing the SI at r = 150 meters requires dynamic adaptation of the design to
changes in traffic density.
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Figure 3.17. Safety Index at r = 150 meters and τc = 0.1 seconds for three different
traffic densities, as a function of channel access probability for the SSP scheme. Here
R∗ = 9 Mbps since α = 2.
Note that up until now we have studied the optimal parameter selection for the
CFCW application. In that we observed that the specific range and delay require-
ments of each application affect the optimal channel access probability. The question
now is how to choose the communications parameters if the goal is to simultaneously
fulfil the requirements of all safety applications. Clearly changing the parameters for
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each application is not a viable solution since at many instances, a vehicle is prone
to multiple hazards at the same time (for example consider a vehicle which is get-
ting close to an intersection and hence simultaneously needs the assistance of Traffic
Signal Violation Warning, Cooperative Forward Collision Warning, and Lane Change
Warning applications). Here we propose a Min-Max strategy that aims to simultane-
ously best fulfil the requirements of all applications. Note that 6 out of the 8 safety
applications of Figure 3.12 entail periodic messages. We number theses applications
from 1 to 6. Now let:
pi = argmax
p
SIi (3.31)
where as derived before:
SIi(p) = 1− (1− pe−Nλppiri
√
β)Di (3.32)
In which ri and Di denote the range and delay requirement of the i
th application,
i ∈ {1, · · · , 6}. We can now define the Global Safety Deviation Index (GSDI ) as:
GSDI(p) =
6∑
i=1
wi|SIi(p)− SIi(pi)| (3.33)
Where wi is a weight factor reflecting the importance/priority of the i
th applica-
tion. The optimal channel access probability that best fulfils the requirements of all
applications can now be set as:
p∗ = argmin
p
GSDI (3.34)
Figure 3.18 shows the GSDI for the SSP scheme and λ = 0.02 veh/m/lane in
a 2-lane highway. We have shown two separate cases: for the non-weighted case we
assume that all applications have equal importance (and hence equal weights), and
for the weighted case we assume w1 = w2 =
3
12
, w3 = w4 =
2
12
, and w5 = w6 =
1
12
.
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As can be seen from the figure, the optimal channel access probability increases
as higher priority is given to more safety critical applications with smaller required
communication range.
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Figure 3.18. Global Safety Deviation Index (GSDI ) as a function of channel access
probability for the SSP scheme and λ = 0.02 veh/m/lane. Here R∗ = 9 Mbps since
α = 2.
3.5.3.2 Slotted Asynchronous P-persistent (SAP)
We now consider a scheme in which nodes again transmit with probability p at
each time slot, though the slots at different nodes are not necessarily synchronized.
We shall refer to this scheme as the Slotted Asynchronous P-persistent (SAP) scheme.
Here a node could potentially interfere with an ongoing transmission of another node
over at most two consecutive time slots. Hence we can assume an equivalent trans-
mission probability of p′ = p+ p− p2 ' 2p for the interferers. The approximation is
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specially tight for small p values. This way, we can obtain (similar to the argument
for the synchronous case):
PDs / 1− (1− pe−Nλp
′pir
√
β)D (3.35)
Here again we observe that the optimal rate is still R∗ = 9 Mbps for α = 2 and
R∗ = 18 Mbps for α = 4 as for the synchronous case.
3.5.3.3 Slotted Asynchronous P-persistent with Carrier Sensing (SAP/CS)
In this section we study the optimal parameter setting of the SAP/CS scheme in
fulfilling the requirements of the CFCW application. In [83] the authors identify the
optimal carrier sensing threshold that maximizes the spatial reuse given a minimum
required SIR for a regular topology. However, their study does not consider fading
and considers only the strongest interferer. Moreover, they leave networks with ran-
dom topology for future work. In this section we use stochastic geometry tools to
account for fading and aggregate interference from Poisson distributed nodes to find
the optimal sensing threshold when a constraint is imposed on the tolerable delay.
To make analysis tractable we make some simplifying assumptions. We assume
that the carrier sensing scheme dictates that a node can transmit when no other is
transmitting within distance T . To relate this to the power-based carrier sensing
threshold that happens in reality we use ρcs ≈ ρ(aT )−α where ρ is the transmission
power and a a constant accounting for the link-budget constants. Now along the same
lines as the strategy used in deriving the nearest-neighbor Safety Index for the SSP
scheme (see (3.29)), we can show that:
PDo|c ≈


(1− pe−2NλpTP0(S1
I1
> β |c))D c ≤ T
(1− p(1− p)e−2NλpTP0(S1
I1
> β |c))D c > T
(3.36)
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Here pe−2NλpT is the transmission probability of the desired transmitter since it should
be the only one transmitting in its neighborhood of radius T . The approximation here
is that transmissions are assumed spatially independent which is not entirely true for a
carrier sensing scheme. In order to find P0(S
1
I1
> β |c), note that for c ≤ T , Corollary
2 gives us the result for x1 = T + c, x2 = T − c. When c > T we can again use
Corollary 2 with x2 = c+T , x1 = 0 to account for the effect of interfering nodes that
reside in the same lane as the typical pair. However to account for the interference
from other lanes we should use Corollary 3 with x2 = T + c, x1 = c − T . Hence we
conclude:
P
0(
S1
I1
> β |c) =


e−Nλp
′c
√
β(arctan c
√
β
T+c
+arctan c
√
β
T−c ) c ≤ T
e−λp
′c
√
β(N(arctan c
√
β
c+T
−arctan c
√
β
c−T +pi)+arctan
c
√
β
c−T −pi2 ) c > T
(3.37)
Two points are worth mentioning here. First notice that due to the nodes being
asynchronous, interferers outside the sensing distance of a transmitter can potentially
cause interference on its corresponding receiver over at most two consecutive time
slots. Hence the use of the equivalent transmission probability of p′ = p+p−p2 ' 2p
for the interferers. The approximation is specially tight for small p values. Secondly,
in deriving (3.37) it is assumed that interferers outside the sensing distance of the
typical transmitter are Poisson distributed. Yet we know that carrier sensing prohibits
transmissions in the vicinity of other transmitters as well, hence the resulting process
of transmitters is a hard-core6 process rather than a Poisson process. However, for
a relatively small sensing distance and transmission probability p, using the Poisson
model as the distribution yields a good approximation as the ”distortion” in the
Poisson process due to carrier sensing is minimal.
6A hard-core process is a process where a minimal distance exists between the points of the
process.
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Note that the transmission probability of the typical transmitter, pe−2NλpT , re-
sulted from the not so exact assumption of spatially independent transmissions of
nearby nodes, which would essentially lead into a smaller carrier sensing range than
what would be the correct value. To account for this dependency, consider the trans-
missions of nodes within an interval of length 2T . Intuitively transmission of a node
located at the mid-range of this interval avoids all nodes in the interval from trans-
mitting, whereas a node at the boundary, silences only half the nodes in the interval.
With this intuition we can model node transmissions in this interval using an inho-
mogeneous P.P.P. where transmission probabilities decreases from p for the node at
mid-range to p
2
for a node at the border of the interval7. With this strategy, the now
improved transmission probability of the typical node is pe−N
∫ 2T
0 λ(x)dx = pe−2Nλp
3T
4 .
Figure 3.19 depicts the variation of the nearest-neighbor SI with the carrier sensing
threshold for a 2-lane highway when τc = 0.1s. Here the x-axis shows the carrier
sensing threshold normalized by the transmit power. As evident from the figure, the
improved analytic result, closely follows NS-2 simulations (less than 2.8% error in
predicting the optimal SI ). Note that in this scheme p∗ again does not depend on λ,
though T ∗ (and hence ρ
∗
CS
ρ
) does (however note that still λT ∗ is a constant value). Also
the delay constraint affects both the optimal channel access probability and the carrier
sensing threshold. That is, they both increase as less delay becomes tolerable. Figure
3.20 shows that for the same setting but τc = 0.02s, we have
ρ∗CS
ρ
= 2.62× 10−10 and
p∗ = 0.14 (whereas for τc = 0.1s, Figure 3.19 suggests
ρ∗CS
ρ
= 6.55× 10−11, p∗ = 0.04).
7Here we consider a linearly decreasing function since it yields a good enough approximation.
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Figure 3.19. Safety Index of the trailing vehicle as a function of normalized carrier
sensing threshold for the SAP/CS scheme and λ = 0.02 veh/m/lane. For all plots
R∗ = 9 Mbps since α = 2 and p∗ = 0.02, 0.04 for the analytic and simulation results,
respectively.
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Figure 3.20. Safety Index of the trailing vehicle as a function of normalized carrier
sensing threshold for the SAP/CS scheme and λ = 0.02 veh/m/lane. For all plots
R∗ = 9 Mbps since α = 2 and p∗ = 0.1, 0.14 for the analytic and simulation results,
respectively.
Our goal in this section was to demonstrate the presence of an SI-maximizing
carrier sensing threshold for the SAP/CS scheme. Though we focused on the nearest-
neighbor SI, our analysis can be easily extended to address different range require-
ments for various applications and also perform global design to simultaneously meet
the requirements of all applications as we did for the SSP scheme.
3.5.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter we first analytically studied the performance of a collision avoid-
ance application based on the dissemination of periodic safety messages in a dense
vehicular ad-hoc network. We addressed the optimal channel access probability, trans-
mission rate, and carrier sensing range of three synchronous and asynchronous MAC
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schemes with the goal of fulfilling the application needs of the safety system. We also
studied parameter design for the goal of minimizing the maximum expected collision
probability in a chain of vehicles. Although we focused more on a rear-end collision
avoidance application, our general analytic framework also allows addressing other
safety applications where delay is a critical factor. We then moved on to sparse traffic
and studied the analytic design of VANETs to improve safety of driving. We found
that the delay constraint of the application affects the optimal parameter choices. To
this end we proposed a Min-Max strategy to best satisfy the requirements of multiple
applications with possibly different delay profiles at the same time. For both traffic
conditions and all MAC schemes our analysis (backed by simulations) suggested that
the optimal transmission rate depends only on the path loss exponent of the envi-
ronment. Note that an assumption of this study is that all nodes where equipped
with communications devices. In future we shall study how market penetration rate
of communications-enabled vehicles affects our design.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The driving force behind this dissertation was the emergence of Vehicular Ad Hoc
Networks (VANETs) whose unique characteristics and new goals and duties neces-
sitate their study from a new perspective other than what has been the prevailing
paradigm for conventional Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs). Among those char-
acteristics is that in VANETs nodes move on roads. We saw that the geometry of
the road plays a major role in determining VANETs’ scaling laws. To this end we
introduced the notion of sparseness that denotes the density of roads and used it to
derive scaling laws for single roads, grids and general road systems. We saw that
the road-connectivity of the network (the VANET counterpart to the graph-theoretic
concept of edge-connectivity) proves an important factor in deriving our results. We
also saw that due to the suggested operation of VANETs in the 5.9 GHz range, the
geometry of obstacles (such as buildings) which affects line-of-sight communications
between vehicles, should be appropriately addressed. In that prospect, concepts from
computational geometry proved useful in addressing the broadcast capacity of ob-
structed urban VANETs. As an example, we saw that for a worst case configuration
of nodes in the high-power regime, both the lower and upper bound on the broadcast
capacity depends only on the geometrical characteristics of the deployment region
such as the cardinality of the hidden set, link diameter, and the number of guards
needed to watch the interior of the deployment region. Finally, the design goal in
MANETs is mostly to enhance the communications metrics of the network, whereas
in VANETs, is mainly to improve the safety and efficiency of commute. Yet, better
performance in terms of the communications metrics does not necessarily directly lead
into improved safety and efficiency of driving. To this end we provided an analytic
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framework for VANET safety application design during both sparse and dense ve-
hicular traffic conditions. We derived the optimal MAC parameters that satisfy the
safety requirements of the system and validate our results through extensive NS-2
simulations.
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APPENDIX A
CHAPTER 1 PROOFS
Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. Construct the interference graph G in the following way. Let the vertex set
χ be the set of midpoints of segments of length sn = η lnn on R. Clearly, as we
are using the extended model, the cardinality of χ grows unbounded with the size
of the network. Now centered at the vertices, draw circles with radius σsn where σ
is a positive constant (see Figure A.1 (top)). Connect vertices in χ that are in the
same circle. Due to condition 2 of sparseness, for every vertex Yi ∈ χ, l(Yi, σsn) <
cYiσ lnn where c
Yi
σ is a positive constant. Hence the degree of vertex Yi can be at most
∆(Yi) = d c
Yi
σ lnn
η lnn
e = bi. Now let M = sup
Yi∈χ
∆(Yi) + 1 = sup
Yi∈χ
bi + 1. M is a bounded
number as bi’s are all bounded. It is shown in [16] that every graph can be colored
with one more than the maximum vertex degree. Hence the graph G is M -colorable.
What is left to show is that for large enoughM , concurrent transmissions from nodes
within segments of the same color group are successfully received at the receiver in
the neighboring segment (when only one node per segment transmits). Then, as there
areM color groups, one node per segment can transmit at a rate of W
M
using a TDMA
strategy, which marks the end of the proof.
To this end we find the maximum interference and show that, for a sparse road
system, it can be kept bounded even when the number of interferers goes to infinity.
Figure A.1 (bottom) shows a worst case configuration of concurrently transmitting
nodes from an arbitrary color group that leads to maximum interference (and hence
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minimum SIR1) at the receiver node Xj corresponding to the transmitter node Xi in
the center. The minimum SIR as given by (3.18), is:
P (2sn)
−α
6P (σsn − sn)−α +
∑∞
k=1 12(2k + 1)P (
√
3kσsn − sn)−α
=
1
6( 2
σ−1)
α + 12( 2√
3σ
)α
∑∞
k=1
2k+1
(k− 1√
3σ
)α
Where the first term in the denominator denotes the contribution of the first tier of
interferers and the summation represents the contribution from the rest of the tiers.
Now if the summation in the denominator converges, then by choosing σ sufficiently
large (and henceM sufficiently large), the SIR can be made larger than the threshold
β and hence successful reception is guaranteed due to the Physical model assumption.
We can show that the summation converges for α > 2. Note that:
∞∑
k=1
2k + 1
(k − 1√
3σ
)α
=
∞∑
k=1
1
(k − 1√
3σ
)α
+
2(
∞∑
k=1
1
(k − 1√
3σ
)α−1
+
1√
3σ
∞∑
k=1
1
(k − 1√
3σ
)α
)
In which each of the summations individually converge. For example:
∞∑
k=1
1
(k − 1√
3σ
)α
≤ 1
(1− 1√
3σ
)α
+
∞∫
1− 1√
3σ
dx
xα
=
1
(1− 1√
3σ
)α
+
(1− 1√
3σ
)−α−1
α− 1
1Here we consider an interference-limited network where the power of noise can be neglected
compared to the power of interference. This is a justified assumption for vehicular networks that are
not faced with power limitations. Hence the Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) is addressed instead
of SINR.
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Figure A.1. (top) Sketch of the proof of Lemma 1. Single transmitters within
segments of the same color group can successfully transmit at the same time. (bottom)
A worst case configuration of all concurrently transmitting nodes of the same color
group (here black) used in deriving the least SIR for the center nodeXi’s transmission.
Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Let us first consider highly sparse single roads. Here we consider a general
case where the vehicle spacings has a non-heavy tail distribution i.e. is asymptotically
bounded above by the exponential distribution with density κ. To prove a Θ(.) scaling
for highly sparse roads we need to prove an achievability and an upper bound. To
show the achievability we provide a routing strategy. Divide the road into segments
of length lnn
κ
. With this selection, each segment contains at least one node with high
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probability. To show this let Qi denote the event that any specific segment is empty.
Then we have for Q, the event that there exists at least one empty segment:
P(Q) = P(
n
lnn⋃
i=1
Qi) ≤
n
lnn∑
i=1
P(Qi) ≤ n
lnn
e− lnn =
1
lnn
= o(1)
Where the first inequality follows from the union bound and the second inequality
is due to the non-heavy-tail distribution of inter-vehicle spacings and the void prob-
ability of Poisson processes [68]. Now, divide the segments into M non-interfering
groups. As the road geometry is sparse, based on Lemma 1 one node in each segment
gets to transmit at a rate of W
M
. For each source-destination pair, route the messages
along the road through adjacent segments2. As a standard method of analysis (which
we shall also use for grids and general road systems), we find the number of routes
that pass through each segment. For a sparse single road, each segment has to sup-
port at most Θ(n) routes. Hence each segment can handle a rate less than Θ(nλ(n)).
This can be accommodated by all segments if Θ(nλ(n)) ≤ W
M
and hence the claimed
scaling is achievable.
The upper bound results from the fact that transmissions consume length along
the roads. Suppose Xi is transmitting to Xj, while Xk is transmitting to Xl at the
same time. For Xi’s transmission to be successful we must have:
|Xj −Xl| ≥ |Xk −Xj| − |Xk −Xl| (A.1)
≥ β 1α |Xi −Xj| − |Xk −Xl| (A.2)
Where the first inequality is due to the triangle inequality and the second due to the
Physical model assumption. Similarly for Xk’s transmission to be successful we must
have:
2Traffic passing through each segment can be handled by any node in that segment.
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|Xj −Xl| ≥ β 1α |Xk −Xl| − |Xi −Xj| (A.3)
Adding the (A.2) and (A.3) we obtain:
|Xj −Xl| ≥ β
1
α − 1
2
(|Xi −Xj|+ |Xk −Xl|)
Which means that segments of R within circles of radius β
1
α−1
2
times the transmitter-
receiver distances and centered at the receivers are disjoint3. As the road system is
highly sparse, transmissions occur along the roads. This way and using the notation
dij = |Xi −Xj|, we have: ∑
(i,j)∈τ(t)
2(
β
1
α − 1
2
)dij ≤ L
Here τ(t) represents the set of active transmitter-receiver pairs at time t. Hence the
total bit meters per second transported in the network satisfies:
W
∑
(i,j)∈τ(t)
dij ≤ WL
β
1
α − 1
As there are n nodes in the network and the average distance between each source-
destination pair is L− o(1), the result follows:
λ(n) ≤ W
(β
1
α − 1)n
As we shall later see, deriving the throughput upper bound for grids follows from
the same argument except that the distance between each source-destination pair is
different there.
3We consider a straight road in our derivation. Since we are finding an upper bound, the result
holds for other trajectories of highly sparse roads as well.
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For sparse single roads the above achievable bound still holds. However, the upper
bound is not necessarily true as information paths can take other routes rather than
just along the road trajectory like the path shown in Figure 1.1 (middle).
Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. Note that the total length of the roads is L = 2mh (see Figure 1.2). If
m = O(1), then the result is trivial and can be shown similar to the proof of Theorem
1. Thus we assume m = ω(1). Note that the sparseness condition implies that
φ = h
m−1 = ω(lnn). This is because, if φ = Θ(lnn), then the combined length of
the segments of road with z(Y ) > 2 would be O(L) which contradicts the sparseness
condition 3. Also note that due to the geometry of the grid we have n
κ
= 2mh. Hence
we conclude:
m = o(
√
n
lnn
).
We now derive the achievable rate. Each road is divided into segments of length
lnn
κ
. In the intersections, the segments consist of four parts of length lnn
4κ
. Again,
it can be shown that there is at least one node in each segment4. The routing
strategy is deterministic and works as follows. Assume a source vehicle located at
point Xs chooses another vehicle located at Xd as its destination. The information is
transferred through the closest vertical road to Xs, and the closest horizontal road to
Xd (see dashed route in Figure 1.2). The packets are transferred from each segment
to the neighboring segments until they reach the destination. To find the achievable
throughput, we need to obtain the number of paths that pass through an arbitrary
segment w.h.p. Based on the routing strategy, the number of information paths
traveling through the segment is at most Θ( n
m
). Also as the grid is sparse, due to
Lemma 1 we can divide the segments into M non-interfering groups such that one
4Note that it can be shown that starting from a non-heavy-tail distribution of density κ, node
deployment shall preserve its stochastic properties over time based on grid mobility models such as
the Manhattan mobility model [26].
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node in each segment can transmit at a rate of W
M
. This way, through similar reasoning
as in the achievability proof of Theorem 1, we have λ(n) = W
M
Ω(m
n
).
For the upper bound, note that two randomly chosen points have a distance
of Θ(h) = Θ( L
2m
). Hence through similar steps as in Theorem 1, we have that
λ(n) = O(m
n
). In sum from the achievability and the upper bound we conclude
that when m = o(
√
n
lnn
), λ(n) = Θ(m
n
). This corresponds to the first part of the
throughput curve given in Figure 1.3. For the case where m = Ω(
√
n
lnn
), divide the
plane to the cells as in [78]. It follows from similar arguments as in [78] that the
throughput is Θ( 1√
n lnn
).
Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. Consider a square S0 with side b that embodies the set L. Define shb(.) :
R
2 7→ R2, as shb(x, y) = (x + b, y). For any measurable set Ξ ∈ R2, we have
H(shb(Ξ)) = H(Ξ). Define
L1 = ⋃ij=1Aj, L2 = shb(L1),
L3 = shb(L2) = sh2b(L1), · · · , Lc = shc−1b (L1)
Now define functions fj : R
2 7→ R2, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., i} in the following way. fj(x, y) =
(x + tb, y), where x belongs to t of the sets A1, A2, ..., Aj−1. We conclude from the
assumptions of the lemma that
i⋃
j=1
fj(Aj) ⊆
c⋃
k=1
Lk. (A.4)
For all j 6= k, we have fj(Aj) ∩ fk(Ak) = ∅. Moreover, since i is a countable number,
we have H(fj(Aj)) = H(Aj). We conclude
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H(
i⋃
j=1
fj(Aj)) =
i∑
j=1
H(fj(Aj)) =
i∑
j=1
H(Aj). (A.5)
Combining Equations (A.4) and (A.5), we obtain
i∑
j=1
H(Aj) ≤ H(
c⋃
k=1
Lk) = cH(L1) = cH(
i⋃
j=1
Aj).
Proof of Lemma 3
Proof. Since the system has road-connectivity m, we conclude that each road inter-
sects with at least m other roads and also u ≥ m. Thus the number of intersections
in the system is i(n) ≥ m2. Number the intersections in the system from 1 to i(n).
Remember that for any point Y on a road, we say that Y is contradicting point
if z(Y ) > 2. Note that any intersection will create a segment of length at least
Θ(lnn) consisting of contradicting points. For the jth intersection let Aj be the seg-
ments of the road consisting of the contradicting points due to the intersection. Then
Aj = Ω(lnn). since we assume that z(Y ) is bounded at any point in the network,
there exists a constant c > 0 such that z(Y ) < c for all Y . That means that for
all I ⊆ {1, 2, ..., i(n)} with |I| > c, we have ⋂j∈I Aj = ∅. Now using Lemma 2 we
conclude
i(n)∑
j=1
H(Aj) ≤ cH(
i(n)⋃
j=1
Aj). (A.6)
However, from the sparseness condition we conclude that H(
⋃i(n)
j=1Aj) = o(n). Thus,
we have
i(n)∑
j=1
H(Aj) = o(n). (A.7)
On the other hand, we have
∑i(n)
j=1H(Aj) ≥ i(n)Θ(lnn). Thus we have:
i(n)∑
j=1
H(Aj) = Ω(m
2 lnn). (A.8)
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combining Equations (A.7) and (A.8), we conclude m = o(
√
n
lnn
).
Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. We first study the achievability. First note that by the definitions of road-
connectivity we have u ≥ m. The algorithm works in the following way. First, as
usual, divide the road into segments of length Θ( lnn
κ
). For any source-destination
pair consider a set of m road-disjoint paths. Choose one of the paths at random and
use multi-hop communications between the segments to send the messages from the
source to the destination. Following our general method of analysis, we address the
number of paths that pass through each segment w.h.p. To this end, define Boolean
random variables ψij in the following way. ψij = 1 if and only if the routing path
starting at node j uses at least one segment of road i in the network. We claim that
P{ψij = 1} = O( 1m). Indeed, if node j or its destination are on road i, then ψij = 1
with probability one. This event occurs with probability Θ( 1
u
). On the other hand, if
node j and its destination are not on the road i, then P{ψij = 1} ≤ 1m , because road
i can be in at most one of the m road-disjoint paths from node j to its destination.
Thus,
P{ψij = 1} ≤ Θ(1
u
) + (1−Θ(1
u
))
1
m
= O(
1
m
)
where we used u ≥ m. Thus we conclude that Eψij = ρ(1 + o(1)) 1m , where ρ is a
positive constant number. Define the random variables ψi as
ψi =
n∑
j=1
ψij.
We have Eψi = ρ(1 + o(1))
n
m
. This is the expected number of information paths
which pass through any segment of road i. As the routing strategy is probabilistic we
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need to show that the actual number of paths does not asymptotically diverge from
the expected value. To do this define the event Ei = {ψi ≤ (1 + 1ρ)Eψi}. Hence we
need
⋂u
i=1Ei to occur with high probability. Define Fi = E
c
i . Using a form of the
Chernoff-Hoeffding bound [10], we have:
P{Fi} = P{ψi > (1 + 1
ρ
)Eψi} < exp
(
− Eψi
3ρ2
)
= exp
(
− n(1 + o(1))
3ρm
)
≤ exp
(
− n
6ρm
)
.
Using the union bound:
P{
u⋃
i=1
Fi} ≤ n exp
(
− n
6ρm
)
By Lemma 3, we can write m =
√
n
lnn
1
w(n)
, where w(n) → ∞ as n goes to infinity.
Thus we conclude
P{
u⋃
i=1
Fi} ≤ n exp
(
− n
6ρm
)
(A.9)
= n exp
(
−
√
n lnnw(n)
6ρ
)
≤ n exp
(
− lnnw(n)
6ρ
)
= nn−
w(n)
6ρ = o(1)
Since we have P{⋂ui=1Ei} = 1 − Prob{⋃ui=1 Fi}, we conclude ⋂ui=1Ei occurs with
high probability. This shows that each segment of the roads has to support at most
Θ( n
m
) paths. Using the coloring Lemma 1, we can divide the segments into M non-
interfering groups such that one node from each segment gets to transmit at a rate
of W
M
. Thus we conclude λ(n) = W
M
Ω(m
n
).
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Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. The proof goes along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3. Though this
time the road-connectivity m does not need to satisfy the sparseness condition but
rather should be such that P{⋃ui=1 Fi} = o(1) which according to (A.9) happens
when:
m = o(
n
lnn
)
Proof of Theorem 5
Proof. There are several factors limiting the throughput and in each region the dom-
inant factors determine the achievable throughput.
Consider the first region. Note that each source is a distance Θ(D(n)) from its
randomly chosen destination. However since T (n)D(n) = O(n), we do not necessarily
have an RSU in all sections of length Θ(D(n)) of the road. So in this case what limits
the distance-limited throughput is the ad hoc throughput of the network, which can be
shown to be Θ( 1
D(n)
) similar to the proof of Theorem 1. The second region represents
the case where the distance of each source node from its randomly chosen destination
or the nearest RSU is O(r). Note that here, a throughput higher than Θ( 1
lnn
) is not
achievable since there is always a segment of length Θ(r) that has Θ(lnn) receiver
nodes. In the third region, each source has a distance of Θ(D(n)) from its randomly
chosen destination. However since T (n)D(n) = Ω(n), each receiver can always reach
an RSU distance Θ( n
T (n)
) away. Hence through similar reasoning as in Theorem 1, the
upper bound of λTD(n) = O(
T (n)
n
) follows. Further, note that each segment of length
Θ(lnn) has to support at most Θ( n
T (n)
) routes. Since the road is sparse, Lemma 1
asserts that λTD(n) =
W1
M
Ω(T (n)
n
) is achievable. Thus in sum λTD(n) = Θ(
T (n)
n
).
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APPENDIX B
CHAPTER 2 PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 6
Proof. Consider an arbitrary topology with κ(T) = m. Hence, we can always deploy
a configuration of m RSEs in Ω − I(Γ), such that none of them has LOS to any of
the others. Now, any arbitrary point in Ω− I(Γ) is in LOS with at least one of those
RSEs. Suppose that this is not the case. Then by definition, κ(T) ≥ m + 1; hence
a contradiction. Thus m RSEs (with the unlimited coverage assumption) suffice to
cover the the entire Ω− I(Γ).
Proof of Lemma 4
Proof. Note that any reflex vertex of such a polygon resides on both of the underlying
convex polygons. This is because neither of the two polygons can individually have
a reflex vertex due to the assumption of them each being convex. Consider two
disparate reflex vertices of Γ, denoted by va and vb. The corresponding edges of the
reflex vertices are ea,1, ea,2 and eb,1, eb,2 respectively, where the numerical subscripts
are used to denote the correspondence of the edges to Γ1 and Γ2. Note that all
the above edges are distinct (except possibly at the endpoints) since we can not
have two consecutive reflex angles when two convex polygons intersect. As va is the
intersection point of ea,1 and ea,2, it resides on both Γ1 and Γ2. Note that any point
on the boundary of a convex polygon only has LOS to other points on the boundary
which lead to its immediate neighboring vertices. But since the two reflex angles have
disjoint edges, it follows that va and vb are an NLOS pair.
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Proof of Theorem 7
Proof. First, note that for this specific setting where Γ is the union of two intersecting
convex polygons, we can have at most e
2
reflex vertices as opposed to the e − 3 for
general polygons. This is because two consecutive reflex vertices are infeasible in
this setting, leading us to the fact that reflex vertices should have distinct edges.
When r = 0, the result follows as for convex polygons. When there exists at least 1
reflex vertex in the configuration, the proof of the upper bound is as follows. Draw
the external bisectors corresponding to the convex angles. This way Ω − I(Γ) is
partitioned into e− r convex sets. It is obvious that each of these sets can contain at
most one of the MNLOS points (because any two points within a convex set have LOS
to each other). For the lower bound, note that due to Lemma 4, the cardinality of
the MNLOS set is at least r. Also, notice that the midpoints (or any other arbitrary
point except the endpoints) of the set of non-reflex edges1 of the polygon confined
between two consecutive reflex vertices are pairwise NLOS. Note that there is at least
b e−2r
r
c of those. It just remains to show that none of the reflex vertices can see any of
the points of the latter set and hence an MNLOS set of cardinality r+ b e−2r
r
c follows
as a result. This is true again due to the fact that a reflex vertex resides on both of
the underlying convex polygons and hence has LOS to points on its own reflex edges
only.
Proof of Theorem 8
Proof. Consider an arbitrary MNLOS set in space. Note that Ω − I(Γ) always has
κ(T) subsets, where each subset (known as a LOS subset) is represented by one of
the MNLOS points and contains all the points in space that have line-of-sight to that
MNLOS point but not to any other MNLOS point. Now, we seek to find the optimal
1edges not belonging to reflex vertices.
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way of placing n nodes in these subsets, such that we end up with the maximal number
of NLOS pairs in Ω− I(Γ). Assume that we place n1, n2, · · · , nκ(T) nodes in subsets
1, 2, · · · , κ(T) respectively. Maximizing the number of NLOS pairs is equivalent to
minimizing the number of LOS pairs. Hence, we have the following minimization
problem.
minimize: θ =
(
n1
2
)
+
(
n2
2
)
+ · · ·+
(
nκ(T)
2
)
such that: n1 + n2 + · · ·+ nκ(T) = n
We show that in the solution of the above minimization problem, either all the ni
values, i = 1, · · · , nκ(T) are equal or at most differ by one. Assume this is not the
case, hence we would have ni > nj + 1 for an arbitrary i 6= j ∈ 1, · · · , nκ(T). Now
choose n′i and n
′
j as below:
n′i = ni − 1
n′j = nj + 1
Note that with the above selection, we have n′i+n
′
j = ni+nj, hence the constraint of
the minimization problem is still satisfied. However this selection leads to a smaller
value for θ. This is because the equation below always holds, as we’ve chosen ni >
nj + 1. (
n′i
2
)
+
(
n′j
2
)
<
(
ni
2
)
+
(
nj
2
)
Thus, our first intuition is correct and to achieve the minimum θ, either all ni’s,
i = 1, · · · , nκ(T) have got to be the same or differ at most by one. Now, let us compute
this minimal number of LOS pairs. Note that if we have a total of n = qκ(T) + z
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nodes, due to the above arguments, z of the subsets will be assigned q+1 nodes and
κ(T)− z subsets will be assigned q nodes. Hence,
θmin = z
(
q + 1
2
)
+ (κ(T)− z)
(
q
2
)
=
q(n− κ(T) + z)
2
At last we have:
ρn(T) ≤ 1− θmin(n
2
)
≤ 1− q(n− κ(T) + z)
n(n− 1)
Note that the above bound holds with equality if we are able to place the desired
number of nodes (q or q + 1) in each LOS subset.
Proof of Theorem 9
Proof. Here, we first prove the theorem for f = 1 and then extend it to account for
arbitrary f . Note that any point s ∈ Ω− I(Γ) has LOS to at least two of the vertices
of Γ (the two vertices corresponding to boundary rays incident on Γ from s). Let us
denote such vertices corresponding to s by s1 and s2 and the vertices corresponding
to another arbitrary point t, by t1 and t2. Note that if any of s1, s2 are the same
as one of t1, t2, then dl(s, t) ≤ 2 (polygonal path from s to t changes direction at
the common vertex). Otherwise there exists two distinct border paths P,Q which
include exactly one of s1, s2 and exactly one of t1, t2. This way one of P and Q has
at most b e−4
2
c vertices which are not endpoints. Hence, the path from s to t has to
change direction at b e−4
2
c+ 2 = b e
2
c points in the worst case (see left in Figure B.1).
The number of hops is one more, leading us to the fact that: Dl(T) ≤ b e2c+ 1. Now
let us see what happens when the obstacle Γ is composed of f disjoint components.
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Figure B.1. Upper-bounding the Link Distance for a polygon (Ω) with f holes.
The idea here is to merge the f polygons into a single component. Note that we can
always integrate two polygons into a single one by slightly opening up each polygon
at one of its vertices (by duplicating that vertex) and connecting the corresponding
vertices via two parallel lines (see right in Figure B.1). Hence, the integration into a
single polygon can be achieved by introducing at most 2(f − 1) new vertices (edges)
into the configuration. This way we essentially have:
Dl(T) ≤ be+ 2(f − 1)
2
c+ 1 = be
2
+ fc (B.1)
Proof of Theorem 10
Proof. Here we propose a scheme that achieves the lower bound. We first consider
the protocol model. The results for the generalized physical model follow quite sim-
ilar ideas and shall be described afterwards. Let the set PR = {PR1, · · · , PRt}
denote the set of parent relays. Note that due to the presence of obstacles we need
dl(XRi , XRj) − 1 intermediate relays to connect parent relays Ri and Rj (XRi and
XRj denote the location of Ri and Rj). Now consider a broadcast source, B1, which
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resides in the ith component. We will compute the total time needed to broadcast
w1 bits by this source. Initially, the broadcast packets initiated from B1 would go
through at most |MCDSi|+2 hops (one in each time slot) to reach its parent relay
Ri. Having reached at the parent relay, the packets are then forwarded from par-
ent relay to parent relay via intermediate relays, until they reach all parent relays.
Hence, the packets would have to go through at most
∑t−1
i=1 dl(XRi , XRi+1) hops to
reach all parent relays. Note that due to the foreseen transmission range for parent
relays, each time a parent relay forwards a packet to its neighboring intermediate
relay, the packet is automatically received by at least one node in the components
to which it serves as parent. An additional downlink transmission is needed by the
last en-route parent relay to reach its corresponding component head. Having arrived
at component heads, the last phase includes the concurrent routing of the broadcast
packets through all components. This is possible because no node in one component
has LOS to any of the other nodes in other components, hence simultaneous trans-
missions in disparate components do not cause interference on one another. This last
phase would take at most max
j={1,··· ,C(X,T)},j 6=i
|MCDSj|+1 slots (the additional one slot
is because the component head might not be in the MCDS). Hence if T1 is the total
time to broadcast B1’s packet, we have:
T1 ≤ w1
W
(|MCDSi|+ 2 +
t−1∑
i=1
dl(XRi , XRi+1) + 1 + max
j={1,··· ,C(X,T)},j 6=i
|MCDSj|+ 1)
(B.2)
≤ w1
W
(2 max
i∈{1,··· ,C(X,T)}
|MCDSi|+ (min(G(T), C(X,T))− 1)Dl(T) + 4) (B.3)
carrying out the same procedure for all source nodes, and noting λBi =
wi∑b
i=1 Ti
,
the upper bound in the theorem follows.
For the Generalized Physical model, the only difference is that the transmission
rates are no longer fixed at W and differ over different components and for relays.
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Moreover, contrary to the protocol model, it is not always the component with maxi-
mum |MCDS| that takes more time than other components to disseminate the broad-
cast packets among all its nodes. Rather, it is the component with the maximum value
of |MCDS|
rate
which is the bottleneck. Hence we have:
T1 ≤ w1( |MCDSi|+ 2
B log(1 +
Pr−αi
BN0
)
+
∑t−1
i=1 dl(XRi , XRi+1) + 1
B log(1 + Pr
−α
max
BN0
)
+ max
j={1,··· ,C(X,T)},j 6=i
|MCDSj|+ 1
B log(1 +
Pr−αj
BN0
)
)
(B.4)
≤ w1
B log(1 + Pr
−α
max
BN0
)
(2 max
i∈{1,··· ,C(X,T)}
|MCDSi|+ (min(G(T), C(X,T))− 1)Dl(T) + 4)
(B.5)
and the lower bound easily follows.
Proof of Theorem 11
Proof. For the protocol model, due to our definition of a distance-limited visibility
graph, |MIS(Md)| denotes the maximum number of nodes such that there is either an
obstacle between each pair blocking their LOS or both belong to the same component
i and their distance is larger than ∆ri. Hence, it denotes the maximum number of
possible simultaneous transmissions in the T-Geometry. The denominator denotes
the minimum number of hops a broadcast packet needs to go through. As previously
stated, the packet needs to go through at least |MCDSi| hops to reach all nodes in
component i. Assuming that a single parent relay suffices to make the whole network
connected, at least one uplink transmission from a node within the component of
the source to the parent relay, and a single downlink transmission from the parent
relay to all other components is needed. Note that this uplink-downlink transmission
adds only two additional hops to
∑C(X,T)
i=1 |MCDSi| if the component head is itself
in the MCDS of that component. For the generalized physical model, note that
the broadcast packet needs to be received by all nodes in the network. Hence, by
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the argument of the maximum flow min cut theorem, the broadcast rate can not
be higher than smallest rate available to nodes in the network, this being Wmin =
B log(1 + Pr
−α
max
BN0
).
Proof of Theorem 12
Proof. We first prove the lower bound. A broadcast session is declared complete if
the broadcast packet has been broadcasted by all G(T) guards (because the set of
guards, as a whole, cover all the deployment region). Initially the source node needs
to send its packet to one of the guards to which it has LOS. The packet then needs
to be relayed to the other guards and then on the downlink to all nodes. Note that
we need at most Dl(T) transmissions to get from one guard to the other (via at most
Dl(T)−1 intermediate relays). Hence we need at most (G(T)−1)Dl(T) transmissions
to get from the first guard that received the source’s packet to all other guards in a
sequential manner. Note that all, except the last guard, transmit during the course of
this relaying operation, delivering the broadcast packet to their intended recipients.
This way, (G(T)− 1)Dl(T) + 2 transmissions suffice to get the packet to all nodes. If
the packet of source i consists of wi bits, we have:
λBi ≥
wi∑b
i=1((G(T)− 1)Dl(T) + 2)wiW
(B.6)
and hence the lower bound follows.
We now prove the upper bound. According to [38], the aggregate broadcast ca-
pacity is independent of the specific share of each broadcast source. Hence we assume
here that all broadcast sources have an equivalent share of the aggregate broadcast
capacity. Now if, for a special configuration of the n nodes, hn(i) denotes the total
number of transmissions required to get node i’s packet to all others, we will have:
b∑
i=1
λBihn(i) =
λB
b
b∑
i=1
hn(i) ≤ WS (B.7)
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where S is the spatial reuse gained through concurrent transmissions. Acknowledging
the fact that hn(i) ≥ max
j∈{1,··· ,n}
dl(i, j) and the fact that S ≤ |MIS(Mt)|, the upper
bound follows. The proof for the Generalized Physical model, follows along exactly
the same line as above.
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APPENDIX C
CHAPTER 3 PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 13
Proof. Due to (3.18), conditioned on the presence of a transmitter and receiver dis-
tance r apart, the success probability is:
Ps = P(h > βr
αI)
= E[e−βr
αI ] (C.1)
Where the last equality is due to the Rayleigh fading assumption. Further,
Ps = E[e
−βrαI ] = E[e
−βrα ∑
i∈Φ
bihir
−α
i
]
=
∏
i∈Φ
E[e−βr
αbihir
−α
i ]
=
∏
i∈Φ
[1− p+ p
1 + βrαr−αi
] (C.2)
Where the last equality follows by taking the expectation with respect to the bernoulli
variable bi and Rayleigh fading hi. Here the interferers are symmetrically located
about the receiver except that there is no interferer at the location of the transmitter
(see Fig 3.2). Hence:
Ps =
1 + β
1 + (1− p)β [
∞∏
i=1
1− p+ p
1 + βrαr−αi
]2 (C.3)
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Now, for r = mx, ri = ix and α = 2 we have:
Ps =
1 + β
1 + (1− p)β [
∞∏
i=1
1 + (1− p)βm2
i2
1 + βm
2
i2
]2 (C.4)
Now using Euler’s product formula sin(piz) ≡ piz∏∞i=1(1− z2i2 ), we have:
Ps =
1 + β
1 + (1− p)β [
sinh(pim
√
β(1− p))√
1− p sinh(pim√β) ]
2 (C.5)
From which (3.2) follows with γm = mpi
√
β coth(mpi
√
β)− 1 > mpi√β − 1 where the
latter inequality is tight for β > 1. For α = 4 we replace r = mx, ri = ix but this
time α = 4 in (C.3). Here we can again use Euler’s product formula after applying
1− z4
i4
= (1− z2
i2
)(1 + z
2
i2
). Now carrying out the same procedure as above and some
manipulations, we can see that (3.2) holds true for α = 4 when p is not too close to
1 and γm ≈ mpiβ
1
4√
2
− 1 which is tight for β > 1.
Proof of Theorem 14
Proof. Due to the stationarity of the P.P.P. and Slivnyak’s Theorem, we find the
residual interference at a node placed on the origin. Here we initially account for the
interference from nodes in X¯a = [−a, x1] ∪ [x2, a] and then let a → ∞ to derive the
result.
LI¯x2x1
(s) = E[e
−s ∑
i∈X¯a∩Φt
Ii
]
=
∞∑
j=0
E[e
−s
j∑
i=0
Ii |j nodes in X¯a ∩ Φt]× (C.6)
eλt(2a−x1−x2)(λt(2a− x1 − x2))j
j!
(C.7)
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Now note that due to the property of Poisson processes, conditioned on there
being k interfering nodes in X¯a, they are all independently uniformly distributed in
that interval. Hence:
E[e−s
∑j
i=0 Ii |j nodes in X¯a ∩ Φt] = Ej [e−sIr ] (C.8)
Where Ir = hr
−α is the interference contribution of a uniformly distributed node
in X¯a. Replacing this in (C.6) we have:
LI¯x2x1
(s) = exp(λt(2a− x1 − x2)(E[e−sIr ]− 1)) (C.9)
We now need to find Eh,r[e
−shr−α ]. The subscript shows that the expectation is
both with respect to the distance of the interferer to the origin, r, and fading, h.
Note that the distance of the uniformly chosen node in X¯a from the origin has the
following distribution (assuming x1 ≤ x2):
fr(r
′) =


1
2a−x1−x2 x1 ≤ r′ < x2
2
2a−x1−x2 x2 ≤ r′ < a
0 otherwise
(C.10)
using the above distribution for fr(r
′), by first taking the expectation with respect
to r we have:
Er[e
−shr−α ]
=
1
2a− x1 − x2 (
∫ x2
x1
e−shr
−α
dr + 2
∫ a
x2
e−shr
−α
dr) (C.11)
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In which
∫ x2
x1
e−shr
−α
dr
= x2e
−shx−α2 − x1e−shx−α1 + s 1αh 1α
∫ shx−α2
shx−α1
t−
1
α e−tdt (C.12)
Which is achieved by integrating by parts and then using the change of variables
t = shr−α. Using (C.12) to evaluate (C.11), and then taking the expectation with
respect to h we have for a→∞:
Eh,r[e
−shr−α ] =
1
2a− x1 − x2 (2a−
x2
1 + sx−α2
− x1
1 + sx−α1
− s 1α (Eh[h 1α (γ(1− 1
α
, shx−α1 )− γ(1−
1
α
, shx−α2 ))])) (C.13)
Where we have used the fact that Eh[e
−shx−α ] = 1/(1 + sx−α), and that γ(a, z) =∫ z
0
ta−1e−tdt is the lower incomplete gamma function. Replacing the resulting expres-
sion for Eh,r[e
−shr−α ] in (C.9) yields the result of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 15
Proof. The methodology for the proof is exactly the same as that of Theorem 14
except that here we have:
fr(r
′) =


1
2a−(x2−x1) x1 ≤ r′ < x2
2
2a−(x2−x1) 0 ≤ r′ < x1, x2 ≤ r′ < a
0 otherwise
(C.14)
Proof of Corollary 2
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Proof. For α = 2, the expectation of the term with the incomplete gamma function
reduces to:
Eh[h
1
2
∫ sh
x21
0
t−
1
2 e−tdt] À= 2
∫ ∞
0
∫ √s
x1
0
he−h(u
2+1)dhdu
= 2
∫ √s
x1
0
du
(1 + u2)2
=
√
s
x1
s
x21
+ 1
+ arctan
√
s
x1
Where À results with a change of variables of u = ( t
h
)
1
2 , and taking the expectation
of the exponentially distributed variable h. Carrying out the same procedure for x2
and replacing in Theorem 14 yields the result.
Proof of Corollary 3
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 15 just as Corollary 2 was derived from 14.
However in the process we need to use the equality Γ(1− 1
α
)Γ(1+ 1
α
) = pi
α
csc(pi
α
).
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APPENDIX D
COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR VANET
SAFETY APPLICATIONS
Traffic Signal Violation Warning
Traffic signal violation warning uses infrastructure-to-vehicle communication to
warn the driver to stop at the legally prescribed location if the traffic signal indicates
a stop and it is predicted that the driver will be in violation. The in-vehicle system
will use information communicated from infrastructure located at traffic signals to
determine if a warning should be given to the driver. The communicated informa-
tion would include traffic signal status and timing, traffic signal stopping location
or distance information, and directionality. The type of road surface and weather
conditions near the traffic signal may also be communicated as this could be used to
estimate braking distance.
Curve Speed Warning
Curve speed warning aids the driver in negotiating curves at appropriate speeds.
This application will use information communicated from roadside beacons located
ahead of approaching curves. The communicated information from roadside beacons
would include curve location, curve speed limits, curvature, bank and road surface
condition. The in-vehicle system would determine, using other on-board vehicle in-
formation, such as speed and acceleration whether the driver needs to be alerted.
Cooperative Forward Collision Warning
Cooperative forward collision warning system is designed to aid the driver in avoid-
ing or mitigating collisions with the rear-end of vehicles in the forward path of travel
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through driver notification or warning of the impending collision. The system does not
attempt to control the host vehicle in order to avoid an impending collision. A cooper-
ative forward collision warning system is an enhancement of the radar-based forward
collision warning system and would use information communicated from neighboring
vehicles via vehicle-to-vehicle communication. The performance of the forward col-
lision warning system can be enhanced by vehicle-to-vehicle communication received
from neighboring vehicles. The vehicle receives data regarding the position, velocity,
heading, yaw rate, and acceleration of other vehicles in the vicinity. Using this infor-
mation along with its own position, dynamics, and roadway information (map data),
the vehicle will determine whether a rear-end collision with the lead vehicle is likely.
In addition, the host vehicle will transmit position, velocity, acceleration, heading,
and yaw rate to other vehicles.
Left Turn Assistant
The Left Turn Assistant application provides information to drivers about on-
coming traffic to help them make a left turn at a signalized intersection without a
phasing left turn arrow. Information is obtained by the infrastructure system, which
uses sensors and/or DSRC communications to detect vehicles approaching from the
opposite direction. After the infrastructure system collects the status of oncoming
traffic, the information is transmitted to the in-vehicle system via DSRC, or pro-
vided to the driver through infrastructure equipment such as a traffic signal. The
key options for implementing the LTA application can be differentiated based on the
following criteria:
• whether or not DSRC technology is used to locate approaching vehicles,
• whether or not there is application intelligence (judgment of collision potential)
in the infrastructure or in the vehicle,
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• whether or not the information is provided through infrastructure equipment
(e.g. left turn arrow that changes between yellow and red depending on the
situation),
• whether or not the information is provided through an in-vehicle application,
• whether or not an in-vehicle system needs to request information that is partic-
ular to the left turn maneuver (in cases where the infrastructure can download
many different types of information)
One potential application is an in-vehicle system which determines that there is a need
for information about approaching traffic near an intersection based upon the drivers
activation of the left turn signal. The traffic data is gathered automatically by the
infrastructure system, which detects the location and movement patterns of oncoming
vehicles using vehicle detection sensors. The infrastructure system transmits the data
to vehicles at regular intervals via DSRC, and the in-vehicle system provides the
relevant information to the driver.
Lane Change Warning
This application provides a warning to the driver if an intended lane change may
cause a crash with a nearby vehicle. The application receives periodic updates of the
position, heading and speed of surrounding vehicles via vehicle-to-vehicle communi-
cation. When the driver signals a lane change intention, the application determines
and predicts the presence or absence of adequate gap between vehicles in the adjacent
lane that will permit a safe lane change. If the gap between vehicles in the adjacent
lane will not be sufficient, the application will determine that a safe lane change is
not possible and, therefore, would provide a warning to the driver.
stop sign movement assistance
This application provides a warning to a vehicle that is about to cross through
an intersection after having stopped at a stop sign. The warning is provided in order
133
to avoid a collision with traffic approaching the intersection. Information is obtained
from the infrastructure system, which uses sensors or DSRC communications to detect
vehicles moving through an intersection. When the in-vehicle application determines
that proceeding through the intersection is unsafe, it provides a warning to the driver.
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